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ABSTRACT 
 
Global surface pressure measurements on complex shapes in small scale 
aerodynamic testing can be a difficult result to acquire; especially under hypersonic 
conditions with test times less than 1 ms. The most troublesome issue with 
measuring surface pressure on complex, small scale models, is the lack of resolution 
that results from using pressure probes. Pressure Sensitive Paints (PSP) are a 
remarkable optical tool used to measure global surface pressures accurately under 
unsteady, hypersonic conditions that yield response times of less than 25 μs. This 
method provides a quantitative, non-contact visualization of pressures and flow 
structures, that is not offered by conventional pressure sensors (Sullivan and Liu, 
2005).   The phenomenon behind this procedure, is oxygen diffusivity of a luminous 
particle called a luminophore. Oxygen diffusivity is proportional to the luminescent 
intensity change of the luminophore. This relationship is used to determine global 
surface pressure to a resolution only limited by the camera sensitivity. 
 
Only recently, the potential for oxygen diffusivity of luminescent materials been 
recognized and is now being utilized by many private organizations worldwide 
(McLachlan and Bell, 1995). The issue with this is these tried and tested paint 
formulations are patented by companies like Lockheed Martin and NASA, and as 
such, aren’t available for reproduction. This thesis delves into the process of 
formulating a PSP to be used in UQ’s Hypersonic Department. This will be achieved 
firstly, by, establishing the most appropriate mixture, mixing procedure, curing and 
application processes. The paint is then calibrated to establish the relationship 
between luminescent alteration and pressure variation, while also considering the ill-
fated temperature sensitivities of luminophore particles. The process of developing a 
Drummond Tunnel test model, used as PSP verification is explored, with the use of 
CFD and Eilmer 4 .  
 
The conclusions as a result of this investigation include the use of an effective PSP 
consisting of Ru(dpp) as the luminophore, M-silica particles, GE RTV 118 polymer 
and Dichloromethane as the solvent. The Stern-Volmer relationship for luminous 
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intensity is calibrated for a filtered and non-filtered case resulting in A and B 
coefficients of 0.997 and 0.010 for the filtered, and 0.870 and 0.130 for non-filtered 
calibration. Temperature sensitivities of the paint are evident, with a sensitivity of -
158.4 luma/ºC at atmosphere and -36.4 luma/ºC at vacuum (4.4 kPa). Ru(dpp) PSP 
degradation is surprisingly low at only 0.105%/h. The final validation model is 
presented with a successful CFD simulation and detailed procedures for mixing, 
spraying and calibration are explored. The in-depth design and construction of a 
calibration facility at The University of Queensland is clarified and implemented 
successfully for future PSP development.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Global Pressure measurements on complex shapes in aerodynamic testing can be a 
difficult result to acquire, especially under hypersonic conditions with test times less 
than 1 millisecond. Pressure-sensitive paint (PSP) is a remarkable tool that offers a 
technique to measure global surface pressure accurately under unsteady conditions 
with response times of less than 25 µs. The phenomenon behind this procedure is 
oxygen diffusivity of a luminophore within the binding layer.  Local surface pressure 
is then measured by the luminescent intensity of the paint surface using a 
photodetector. The advantages of using PSP are high spatial resolutions compared 
to conventional methods like pressure transducers. These are expensive and have 
limited resolution due to the size of the sensor.  
 
There are two types of rapid response PSP; Anodized- Aluminium PSP (AA-PSP) 
and Polymer/Ceramic PSP (PC-PSP). For this project, PC-PSP will be used due to 
its ability to be applied to various materials and complex geometries unlike AA-PSP. 
The major drawback of PC-PSP is its high temperature sensitivity. Temperature 
sensitivities as high as 3.0%/°C (Y. Egami et al, 2007), this can cause significant 
errors in testing, especially with high surface temperatures present in shock tunnels. 
To mitigate these potential errors, calibration curves must first be constructed in 
order to achieve the required accuracy. To measure the pressure on a model’s 
surface in a hypersonic shock tunnel, a relationship between pressure and luminous 
intensity of a paint mixture will be developed. This will involve in depth procedures on 
all the processes involved and how they can be implemented in the future. This 
project will develop an effective strategy for using PC-PSP in shock tunnels which 
can be utilized in various aspects of hypersonic testing in the future. 
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Figure 1 Pressure Distribution as a result of PSP (Liu & Sullivan, 2005) 
Pressure Sensitive paints themselves, are exceptionally useful in aerodynamics 
testing and have been proven to have high accuracy in subsonic and transonic 
applications. In these conditions nonetheless, it is relatively easy to use pressure 
transducers. In hypersonic conditions however, where there is limits to the size of the 
models which can be tested, pressure transducers cannot suffice. This is where PSP 
becomes phenomenal in hypersonic testing as it gives the opportunity to obtain high 
resolution pressure measurements on small, complex models. 
 
1.1 Goals and Objectives 
The amount of work and concepts introduced in this project are very widespread, 
there are several distinct sub goals addressed in this report and each sub-goal will 
contribute to the aim of this project which is:  
 
To formulate and validate an effective and accurate surface pressure 
measurement technique using a Pressure Sensitive Paint, to assist The 
University of Queensland’s hypersonic research. 
 
The 4 sub-goals and objectives which will be explored in this report include the 
following:  
- Select a paint mixture which is suitable for hypersonic conditions provided by 
the Drummond Tunnel at The University of Queensland (1). 
- Form a series of procedures which provide a detailed outline of the mixing, 
spraying, curing and calibration processes of a PSP (2).  
- The construction of a PSP calibration facility at The University of Queensland 
which will be used to calibrate the chosen paint formulation (3).  
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- To design an appropriate validation model, this will be used to validate the 
paint mixture in the Drummond Tunnel. This will entail a complex 3D 
compressible flow simulation using The University of Queensland’s 
compressible flow solver Eilmer™ 4 (4). 
The structure of this report will outline how each of the 4 goals and objectives 
were addressed. Including an introduction to explain the process which will be 
taken to achieve each goal, the framework of how this method will achieve the 
goal, followed by the results and an in-depth discussion of how the work pursued 
the desired outcome. Finally, any errors which explain discrepancies in the 
results from the expected outcome will be discussed including any 
recommendations for future improvements.  
 
1.2 Project Scope 
Pressure Sensitive Paints can be used in many ways to attain global surface 
pressure measurements; this includes a variation in paint components, 
concentrations, calibration procedures and testing conditions. The scope of this 
project is outlined below; many of the out of scope areas may be a possibility for 
future research after the contributions as a result of this investigation.   
 
- Using a paint mixture which involves components that are safe and easily 
sourced by The University of Queensland.  
- The process of designing a calibration apparatus which will only be used at 
The University of Queensland.  
- A PSP which will only be used for testing in the Drummond Tunnel.  
- Hypersonic applications only, particularly Mach 7 flow.  
- Flow over the paint consists of only air.  
1.3 Report Structure  
The structure of this report will begin with a thorough literature review, outlining the 
history of Pressure Sensitive Paints including where the idea of optical surface 
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pressure measurements originated. Included in the research investigation, is the 
current method used for determining surface pressures in hypersonic testing 
outlining the difficulties with this technique and why the incorporation of PSP’s will 
influence hypersonic research at The University of Queensland. The fundamentals of 
how a PSP works is discussed, along with current applications and how these are 
calibrated. Finally, the compressible flow solver Eilmer 4 will be summarized, 
including how the use of this powerful supersonic fluid solver, can be incredibly 
valuable in accomplishing sub-goal (4).  
 
From here, each chapter will investigate all (4) sub-goals including a brief 
introduction to the topic discussed, then an outline of how each sub-goal was 
approached and the methodologies followed. Subsequently, the results and 
discussions outline how the sub-goal was accomplished and the potential errors 
involved in the process.  
 
The final chapter will conclude all the chapters in the report, addressing the 
important results achieved through the execution of all (4) sub-goals noting the 
advancements in Pressure Sensitive Paint research at The University of Queensland 
and beyond. Any recommendations for future work will be conferred and any 
possible improvements will be noted.    
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Chapter 2 Literature Research 
Pressure Sensitive paints have been developed since the 1980s, with several world 
leading organisations utilizing the technique to further understand the pressures 
involved in aerodynamics testing of subsonic, transonic and supersonic flows. This 
section of the report will outline what research has uncovered about how PSP can be 
used, the results other organisations have achieved, and how PSP can be utilized in 
The University of Queensland’s facilities.   
 
2.1 History of PSP 
Only recently has the potential for oxygen diffusivity of luminescent materials been 
recognized and now pursued by many private organisations worldwide (McLachlan & 
Bell, 1995). Peterson and Fitzgerald first demonstrated a visualisation of surface flow 
technique in 1980, utilizing oxygen quenching of a fluorescent dye. Their work 
revealed the possibility to obtain global surface pressure measurements using 
oxygen quenching. One of the most influential pioneers of the PSP technique was 
the Central Aero-Hydrodynamic Institute (TsAGI) in Russia, who developed a PSP 
technique jointly with the Italian firm INTECO to be used for aerodynamic testing. 
The techniques developed by these two organisations were demonstrated several 
times in the early 1990s in the US and Germany. The University of Washington 
independently developed PSPs using a platinum-octaethylporphorin (PtOEP) as the 
luminophore (luminescent particle). There has been substantial work done on the 
PSP technique by McDonnell Douglas, NASA-Ames and Boeing (Liu, Campbell, 
Burns, & Sullivan, 1997). PSP is becoming more prominent in institutions due to its 
high spatial resolution and low cost compared to conventional techniques like 
pressure transducers.  
2.2 Applications of PSP 
Since the 1980’s pressure sensitive paints have been constantly optimised and 
formulations have been developed with increased accuracy and faster response 
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times. The applications of PSP in aerodynamic models include transonic and 
supersonic wind tunnels.  
2.2.1 Transonic Wind Tunnel Testing 
PSP has been used for pressure measurements over a range of Mach numbers in 
wind tunnels. (McLachlan et al., in 1993) tested a NACA0012 aerofoil in a range of 
Mach numbers from 0.3 to 0.66. They successfully showed a shock on the upper 
surface of the model at Mach 0.66 and when compared to conventional pressure 
testing the results were suitable. PSP has also been used on more complex models 
like the F-16C (Figure 2) at Mach 0.9 at the Arnold Engineering Developments 
Centre (Klein, H. Engler, E. Sachs, & Henne, 2005).  
 
 
Figure 2 PSP Image of F-16C at Mach 0.9 at AoA of 4 degrees (Liu & Sullivan, 2005) 
 
 
2.2.2 Supersonic Testing  
Due to the high enthalpy in hypersonic flows, it is more difficult to use PSP. The high 
enthalpies produce large temperatures which have a significant effect on the 
accuracy of the results. Hypersonic tests require a rapid response from the PSP, and 
this is achieved by using thin coatings, though this can limit the luminescent 
emissions from the paint (Liu & Sullivan, 2005). Kegelman et al. (1993) has 
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conducted hypersonic testing in Nasa Langley Mach 6 High Reynolds Number 
Tunnel on a 1/6-scale Pegasus launch vehicle. He also conducted PSP tests in the 
same tunnel on shock/boundary layer interaction models. He used a PSP 
formulation used by McDonnell Douglas and revealed that the pressure distributions 
on the Pegasus model were a qualitative equivalent with Navier-Stokes results. The 
only discrepancy with the results was at the wing tips and leading edges due to the 
high temperatures generated in these regions of the model. Comparing results on 
the flat plate model where an oblique shock impacted, the results were qualitatively 
accurate to about 0.1 psia compared to pressure tap data (Kegelman et al., 1993). 
 
2.3 Conventional Pressure Sensor Measurement Techniques 
Measuring surface pressure on models in hypersonic flows is currently achieved by 
using pitot probes (Gray, 1972). Although this is one of the simplest flow sensors 
which provide an inexpensive static pressure measurement, they require integration 
into model surfaces which can introduce unwanted complexities into the design of a 
small-scale model. Not to mention how difficult it is to achieve accurate 
measurements when the tests are unsteady and are only microseconds in time.   
 
The methods considered to be conventional are based on the measurements of 
surface pressures on axisymmetric and planar bodies of small sizes. The small sizes 
introduce the need to take measurements between the surface and bow waves, or 
close to walls (Gray, 1972). The location of all probes used in hypersonic testing 
need to be in regions such that the inviscid measurement of local static pressure is 
independent and direct of Mach number. All probes are fundamentally sensitive to 
misalignment effects and/or flow angularity. Angle of attack and yaw also introduce 
significant errors, resulting in the need for corrections to account for viscous effects 
and self-induced pressure gradients on the probe, as well as shock wave boundary-
layer interactions, when the probe traverses severe flow-field pressure gradients 
(Gray, 1972).  
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All things considered, the need for a simple, yet effective pressure measurement 
technique, which provides an alternative to all the issues above, is needed. Mainly 
something that provides an accurate measurement without the need to integrate into 
the model surface and/or affect the flow over the model itself.      
 
2.4 Polymer/Ceramic PSP vs Anodized Aluminium PSP and finding the 
best PSP mixture.   
 
Fast responding PSP can be classified into two categories.  
- Anodized Aluminium (AA-PSP) 
- Polymer/Ceramic (PC-PSP) 
 
Both categories of PSP have a porous structure to enhance the diffusivity in the 
binding layer. The major drawback of AA-PSP is the fact that it is only applicable to 
models that are made of Aluminium Alloys. PC-PSP however, is sprayable onto 
models of various shapes, made from various materials. The only considerable 
disadvantage of PC-PSP to AA-PSP is the response time. AA-PSP typically has 
response times ranging from 1-10 µs, whereas PC-PSP response times can vary 
from 5 – 3580 µs (Egami, Sato, & Konishi, 2018). Egami, Sato and Konishi in 2018 
conducted multiple experiments comparing formulations of PSP using Ruthenium (II) 
Dichloride (Ru(Dpp)) as the luminophore. They compared 3 particle types and their 
effect on the properties of the PSP. Table 1 shows pressure sensitivity (Sp), 
Temperature sensitivity (ST), relative intensity, response time (t90%), aging rate and 
averaged surface roughness (Ra). They also compared the weight percentage of the 
particles against time and found that the fastest response times occurred for each 
particle at their indicated weight percentage (Egami et al., 2018).   
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Table 1 Properties of PC-PSP with RTV polymer and various particles (Egami et al., 2018) 
 
Now that the most effective particle was established, a range of polymers were then 
tested and the effect on the properties of the paint was recorded. Table 2 shows the 
different polymers tested and their respective weight percentage. This experiment 
concluded that the fastest and most pressure sensitive polymer is RTV at 40wt% 
(Egami et al., 2018).   
  
Table 2 Properties of PC-PSP with M-silica Particle and various polymers (Egami et al., 2018) 
  
Egami et al concluded that the fastest and most effective PSP was the Ru(dpp) 
luminophore as a combination with RTV as the polymer and M-silica particles. The 
notable properties of the paint included a pressure sensitivity >0.8%/kPa a response 
time of between 3 and 5 µs with a temperature sensitivity between 1 and 1.2%/°C 
(Egami et al., 2018).  
 
2.5 The phenomenon of Oxygen diffusivity of the luminophore and the 
Stern-Volmer Relationship.  
 
The way pressure sensitive paint works is a combination of basic concepts. Photons 
with radiation of certain frequencies are absorbed which excite the luminophore from 
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a ground state to an excited estate. (Liu & Sullivan, 2005). A luminophore is an 
“atom or functional group in a chemical compound that is responsible for its 
luminescent properties” (Wikipedia, 2018). The radiation emitted by the excited state 
can be supressed through oxygen quenching of the luminescent emission. Henry’s 
law states that the partial pressure of oxygen in the gas above the polymer is 
proportional to the concentration of oxygen in the polymer within the PSP. Pressure 
is proportional to the oxygen partial pressure in air, therefore in a higher-pressure 
scenario, more luminescent molecules are quenched which consequently decreases 
the luminescent intensity as a function of pressure. This relationship between oxygen 
concentration and luminescent intensity can be described by the Stern-Volmer 
relation (Liu & Sullivan, 2005).  
 !"#$! = & + ( ))"#$ 
 
Where !"#$ is reference luminescent intensity and )"#$	is reference air pressure. The 
Stern-Volmer coefficients A and B are temperature dependant due to thermal 
quenching and are determined experimentally through calibration of the PSP (Liu & 
Sullivan, 2005). Figure 3 shows the Stern-Volmer plots for three PSP’s all at the 
same reference pressure and luminescent intensities taken in ambient conditions.  
 
 
Figure 3 Stern Volmer Plots of three differing PSP formulations (Egami et al., 2018) 
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2.6 PSP Measurement and Calibration  
Measuring the response of a PSP is typically comprised of the paint, a light source, 
and a camera. Optical filters are used on both the camera and light source to 
separate the excitation wavelengths from the emitted wavelengths. There are many 
combinations of these three components that have been used throughout PSP 
measurement. Typical light sources include UV lamps, xenon lamps, LED arrays and 
lasers. Typical light detectors include, CCD cameras, photomultiplier tubes (PMT) 
and photodiodes (PD). CCD cameras are most often used due to their low noise, 
high dynamic range (HDR) and linear response (Liu & Sullivan, 2005).  
 
PSP formulations are calibrated using a pressure vessel with several optical 
windows which are used for the light source and camera. The pressure inside the 
vessel is controlled using a vacuum pump, and the temperature is controlled using a 
heating system, monitored using a thermocouple. The calibration process involves 
fixing the temperature and altering pressure to plot the Stern-Volmer relationship. 
The same process is then conducted; however, the temperature is altered, and the 
pressure is fixed. These tests over a range of temperatures are carried out to 
determine the temperature dependence of the Stern-Volmer Coefficients in Error! R
eference source not found.. The intercepts and slope of the Stern-Volmer plots 
increase with temperature (Liu et al., 1997). A typical calibration setup can be seen 
in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 Calibration Apparatus (Liu et al., 1997). 
 
When it comes to the calibration process of the selected PSP for this report, extra 
care will be taken to ensure that the distances between the model, the light and 
camera are consistent to eliminate the potential for errors.  
 
2.7 Shock Tunnel Apparatus  
Testing and validating of the PSP under hypersonic conditions will be conducted in 
the Drummond Tunnel in University of Queensland’s Drummond Tunnel located in 
the Mansergh Shaw building. A typical test will involve a setup as show below in 
Error! Reference source not found.. 
 
Figure 5 Shock Tunnel PSP testing Apparatus (Kegelman et al., 1993) 
The apparatus consists of a similar combination of paint, camera and light source, 
however this arrangement is amended to be viewed inside a hypersonic shock 
tunnel and with the use of a high speed camera.  
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2.8 Compressible Flow Solver Eilmer 4  
Modelling flow interactions through computer simulations is a highly complex task, 
especially when flows become turbulent. When it comes to the modelling of 
supersonic compressible flows however, there are not a lot of options when it for an 
accurate simulation tool. Gollan and Jacobs (2016) of The University of Queensland 
developed a compressible flow simulation package which used the D programming 
language. Eilmer is essentially a program for the numerical simulation of transient 
compressible gas flows in two and three dimensions (Gollan and Jacobs, 2016). This 
program is used to simulate the spatial fluid domain of which a gas moves, it then 
models the gas flow and how it evolves according to the rules of gas dynamics 
(Gollan and Jacobs, 2016). This highly complex application is very well documented 
through the “Eilmer 4 User Guide”, which outlines exactly how to construct the code 
in D, for running a simulation. A number of examples in 2D and 3D are available, and 
the possibilities are endless. Compressible flow solvers like Eilmer are used to 
determine flow structures without the need to conduct an experiment, and the 
introduction of this powerful program as a validation tool for PSP introduces new 
possibilities.   
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Chapter 3 Selection and Mixing of 
the PSP  
In this chapter sub-goal (1) will be addressed. The objective of selecting an 
appropriate PSP formulation for analysis will be discussed, including what 
parameters were prioritized in this decision process. The procedures for mixing the 
paint will also be considered including changes made after trialing various methods.  
 
3.1 PSP Formula Selection 
Through the research of this project, a valuable source was found on the 
performance of various Pressure Sensitive Paints. This source was a study on 
“sprayable” fast responding PSP’s. Egami, Sato and Konihsi (2018) investigated the 
performance of Ruthenium DiChloride (Ru(dpp)) luminophore with a range of 
polymer and particle combinations based on response time, pressure sensitivity, 
surface roughness, temperature sensitivity and aging rates. They performed a range 
of experiments examining these effects, including varying weight ratios of paint 
components to examine the effect on these properties. The table below outlines the 
range of paint components analyzed in these experiments. 
 
Table 3 Combinations of Luminophore, polymers and particles (Egami et al, 2018) 
 
The performance of these luminophore, polymer and particle are summarised in 
Table 1 Table 2. Egami et al (2018) then compared the response times along with 
pressure and temperature sensitivities of the three particles from the table above. 
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The most outstanding result from this experiment was how much faster M-silica 
responded compared to the other two particles at low particle to weight ratios (Figure 
6). 
 
 
Figure 6 Response time of PSP with RTV and various particles (Egami et al., 2018) 
 
This experiment was conducted over varying particle weight ratios, with M-silica 
clearly having the fastest response rate with the lowest wt% at approximately 50wt%. 
This was the particle used in this report with the knowledge that the particle in the 
final paint mixture could introduce difficulties with clogging during spraying. A 
comparison was then made between polymer types with RTV 40wt% achieving the 
fastest response rate.  
 
In conclusion, Egami et al. (2018) decided that the most effective PSP combination 
was using Ru(dpp) luminophore, with RTV as the polymer, M-silica as the particle 
and either Toluene or Dichloromethane as the solvent. This paint mixture showed 
the following performance characteristics.  
Table 4 PSP Performance Characteristics 
Response time  3-5 µs 
Pressure Sensitivity >80%/kPa 
Temperature Sensitivity  1.0-1.2%/ºC 
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This paint mixture was chosen to for use throughout this investigation because 
steady state test times in the Drummond Tunnel are < 300µs and at Mach 7, 
temperatures in the leading edge of models are as high as 900 ºC. The pressure 
sensitivity of this combination proved to be the highest, and after looking at 
availability of these components, they could be easily obtained by The University of 
Queensland.  
 
3.2 Determining an appropriate Mixing Procedure 
With little literature on how the paint components were mixed together and what 
process was most effective, a detailed procedure was needed. The aim for the 
mixing procedure was to determine an effective method for combining all paint 
materials. A well-mixed solution would consist of all materials combined evenly with 
no coagulant or uneven spread of concentrations. This would ensure an even coat 
could be applied to the test model. Through research, it was revealed that mixing of 
PSP’s is relatively simple; however, these methods could be altered slightly to 
improve response times of the PSP. This included the spraying of the luminophore in 
a separate coat to the other components of the paint (Egami et al, 2018). This 
approach would not be used in this investigation, as response times of the paint 
components chosen; offered times fast enough for the Drummond Tunnel conditions 
by simply spraying.   
 
A draft of the process was first constructed which outlined all the materials that 
would be needed to extract the chemicals from their respective storage containers, 
weighing, and then merging in a mixing beaker. Originally, the paint chemicals 
chosen for this mixing procedure were:  
- Toluene  
- Ru(dpp) 
- GE RTV 118  
- Meso-structured Silica (M-Silica)  
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The luminophore was left out at this point in the investigation due to the fact it is 
expensive and wouldn’t have a considerable impact on the mixing of the paint 
components. The next step was to prepare a risk assessment to be entered into the 
UQ safe database. This meant that all Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) were 
required, and that they were thoroughly understood. After this was complete, and the 
risk assessment process began, it became clear that Toluene was a very dangerous 
substance due to being highly flammable and toxic on contact. Consulting the typical 
hazard controls, it was decided that instead of evaluating appropriate hazard 
avoidance through PPE, the Toluene would be substituted for Dichloromethane. 
Dichloromethane proved to be a safer alternative to Toluene. For a comparison of 
these two chemicals, see Table 5 below.  
 
Table 5 Solvent Comparison 
 Hazard Index (1-5)* 
Solvent  Flammability Toxicity Body 
Contact 
Reactivity Chronic 
Toluene  3 2 2 1 2 
Dichloromethane 1 2 0 1 0 
*1 being safest 
 
After collection of all the paint components and taking the draft preparation and 
mixing procedure into the lab, observations were made of each step and then an 
analysis of potential and more effective procedures was performed. Some of the 
observations made and the respective change to the process are outlined below.  
 
Table 6 Mixing PSP Procedure Corrections 
Process Problem Solution 
Measuring of 
Paint 
components   
Particle weights are in the order of 
milligrams. standard scales available 
in the lab were not milligram 
accurate 
High accuracy scales 
accurate to the milligram 
were sourced and placed in 
the lab. 
Removing 
Luminophore 
from storage 
container 
The luminophore came in a very 
small glass bottle; the original paddle 
pop stick did not suffice for careful 
Needle nose tweezers were 
used to carefully remove the 
luminophore from the bottle 
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extraction from the bottle. 
GE RTV 118 
Measurement 
RTV is a thick paste, pouring into its 
own beaker for measurement was 
not effective, as it could not be 
poured easily into the mixing beaker. 
Pour the RTV directly into 
the mixing beaker and add 
all other materials 
afterwards. 
M-Silica 
Mixing 
M-Silica partially floats in the solvent  When pouring into airbrush 
hopper it must be stirred 
vigorously and poured 
rapidly. Reducing 
concentration of M-silica was 
another option.    
 
3.3 Resulting PSP Preparation and Mixing Procedure  
After thorough testing of the mixing of the PSP mixture, an easy to follow procedure 
for future PSP applications was formed. Small adjustments were made to each step 
in the process to reduce the time taken to utilize this optical pressure measurement 
technique. Below is the final experimental procedure.  
 
This procedure will outline the methods taken to prepare and mix the Pressure 
Sensitive Paint prior to the application process.  
 
3.3.1 Required PPE  
Table 7 Required PPE for Mixing PSP 
PPE Required Notes  
 
-Safety Glasses with side shield or chemical 
goggles  
-Avoid the use of contact lenses  
-Wear chemical protective gloves, specific for the 
solvent used.  
-Wear closed in shoes  
-PVC Apron should be used, or overalls. 
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3.3.2 Required Tools/Materials  
Table 8 Mixing Materials 
Index Material/Tool Description 
1.  Luminophore  Ru(dpp) luminescent solid particle 
2.  M-Silica Particles  Acts as the particle in the mixture 
3.  GE RTV 118  Polymer used in the mixture 
4.  Toluene  Solvent used in mixture 
5.  Dichloromethane Substitute Solvent for Toluene 
6.  Plastic Tray Shallow Plastic tray which all measuring and 
pouring will be conducted in to capture any 
spills  
7.  Measuring cylinder Used to measure solvent  
8.  Large Glass Beaker Used for the mixing of the materials  
9.  Scale accurate to mg  Used to measure Ingredient weights 
10.  Paddle Pop Sticks  Used to pour particles for measuring  
11.  Airtight Glass container Used for Chemical Storage 
12.  Small Measuring Trays Used for precise weighing of luminophore 
and M-silica 
13.  Milligram accurate 
Scales 
Used for precise measurement of 
components. 
 
 
Before proceeding, ensure that risk assessment #10424 has been read and 
thoroughly understood. This procedure will be conducted in 49-413 in the Advanced 
Engineering Building Laboratory.  
 
3.3.3 Preparatory Steps  
Wear all required PPE and become thoroughly aware of the inherent risks and 
mitigation procedures to ensure maximum safety (Appendix B).   
1. Ensure fume cabinet is clear and there is enough room for all processes 
about to be conducted. 
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2. Place the scales inside the fume cabinet and switch on.  
3. Switch on fume cabinet  
4. Arrange all required materials and tools in the fume cabinet.  
5. Decide on the required amount of PSP to be mixed and then based on the 
following ratios, determine the amount of each material required.  
 
Ru(dpp) : polymer : particle : solvent = 3mg : (300-X)mg : X mg : 10mL 
 
The weight of X varies from 0-270mg. This is to control the particle to 
(polymer+particle) weight ratio from 0 to 90% (Egami et al., 2018). For this 
experiment all paint mixtures will be at a weight ratio of 45%.  
 
Or see the table below for some pre-calculated chemical ratios.  
 
Table 9 PSP component Concentrations 
Material  10mL  50mL 100mL 
Luminophore  3mg 15mg 30mg 
M-Silica Particles  135mg 675mg 1350mg 
GE RTV 118  165mg 825mg 1650mg 
Solvent 10mL 50mL 100mL 
 
3.3.4 Mixing Process 
1. After deciding on the amount of PSP required, firstly place the large glass 
beaker on the scales then zero the scale. Slowly add GE RTV 118 to the 
beaker until the appropriate weight is reached. This beaker will become the 
mixing beaker; all ingredients are added to this.  
2. Place a small measuring tray on the scales and then zero the scale. Slowly 
add M-silica Particles to the beaker until the appropriate weight is reached.  
Pour this into the large beaker containing GE RTV 118.  
3. Using a measuring cylinder to measure out the appropriate volume of solvent. 
Pour this into the large beaker.  
4. Place another small measuring tray on the scales and then zero the scale. 
Slowly add luminophore to the beaker until the appropriate weight is reached.  
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Pour this into the large beaker. Ensure the lid on the luminophore is tightly 
fastened back on the bottle.   
5. Using a paddle pop stick, stir all the ingredients together in the large beaker. 
Continue to do so until the paint is thoroughly mixed and dispersed evenly.  
6. Pour the final paint mixture directly into the airbrush immediately after 
finishing stirring, or store in an airtight container in a cool dry place.   
3.3.5 Finishing/Storing Chemicals 
1. Return all chemicals to their appropriate storage containers, ensure that the 
luminophore storage container lid is tightly sealed.  
2. Clean and/or dispose of beakers used for measuring, stirrers, gloves in 
appropriate bins.  
3. Leave the measuring cylinder and large beaker used for mixing in the fume 
cupboard to allow the solvent to evaporate. Be sure to label the beaker and 
cylinder appropriately so anyone using the lab is aware of the chemicals 
present and who it belongs to.   
3.3.6 Emergency Response 
- In the event of a large solvent spill, evacuate the room and call UQ Security 
on 53333.  
- The plastic tray will capture small solvent spills and vermiculite used to absorb 
the solvent. Small spills do not need to be treated as an emergency, but the 
lab supervisor needs to be informed as soon as possible after firstly warning 
all students in the lab.  
3.3.7 Experimental Risk Assessment  
The procedures outlined above pose some significant risks to the individual/s that 
use the PSP. The paint consists of some harmful chemicals, appropriate PPE must 
be worn, and suitable mitigation techniques must be in place to ensure the risk of 
injury is reduced.  All risks involved in these experiments have a likelihood of 
occurring as well as the consequence of the risk occurring, a risk matrix has been 
constructed taking this into consideration. The risk assessment outlined in Appendix 
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B takes into consideration the material safety data sheets and considers the most 
appropriate mitigation techniques.  
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Chapter 4 Application of PSP 
 
In this chapter, the process of achieving sub-goal (2) is addressed. The 
determination of an appropriate and effective application procedure for the PSP 
discussed in the previous chapter. This will include the methodological process 
followed; changes made along the way and outline how the PSP is best cured before 
an experiment. The result will be a detailed procedure on how PSP application can 
be performed in the future at The University of Queensland.    
 
4.1 Spraying and Curing  
After the PSP mixture has been measured and mixed together the next step is the 
process of spraying the paint onto the model surface and shortly after, placing the 
sample in a vacuum chamber to be cured free from oxygen molecules. To 
accomplish this sub-goal a draft of the spraying and curing procedures was 
developed, all the materials were collected and then testing began. Airbrush practice 
was performed without the luminophore in the mixture because of the high cost. 
Observations and notes were taken at each individual step and changes were made 
to ensure easy application and curing of PSP’s in the future applications. The table 
below outlines considerable adjustments to the draft procedure.  
 
Table 10 Spraying and Curing Experimental Observations 
Process Problem Solution 
Compressed air 
line   
Compressed air was located on the 
opposite side of the room to the 
fume hood for spraying 
Sourced a retractable 
compressed air hose with 
the correct adaptor for the 
airbrush, trip hazard mats 
were placed over the hose 
across the room.  
Spraying the 
test sample 
Test sample was falling over during Retort stand and clamp 
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the spraying. This caused an 
uneven paint distribution and 
inconsistencies between samples 
were introduced to 
securely hold the sample 
during the spraying 
process.  
Pouring Paint 
into Hopper 
Particles would often stick to the 
sides of the beaker before pouring, 
M-silica would often float 
Stir thoroughly and while 
the mixture is still moving, 
pour immediately into the 
airbrush hopper.  
Airbrush 
spraying 
If the airbrush was sat for a minute, 
the solvent would dry within the 
inner components and cause issues 
with clogging  
Do not pour paint or spray 
until all samples are ready 
to be painted. Immediately 
after spraying paint, 
remove excess from 
hopper and spray pure 
solvent through to remove 
any particles   
Spraying Evenly The nozzle on the airbrush would 
not allow for a constant stream of 
PSP. Clogging was occurring often. 
The 0.5mm nozzle was 
replaced with a 1mm 
nozzle which provided a 
better result.  
Cleaning of 
Airbrush 
As mentioned before, clogging was 
a major issue. Cleaning of the 
airbrush was difficult when the 
solvent could not be poured down 
the sink  
Use a pipette to inject 
solvent into intricate areas 
of the airbrush. After 
spraying of PSP ceased, 
immediately spray solvent 
through. Completely 
disassemble and repeat.   
Transporting 
Vacuum 
Chamber and 
Sample to 
Drummond 
Tunnel  
The vacuum chamber had to be 
transported from the lab to the 
Drummond Tunnel for testing. The 
paint sample would fall over in the 
vacuum chamber during 
A cardboard cut-out was 
made to hold the sample 
securely in the vacuum 
chamber during 
transportation.   
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transportation 
Spraying 
Irregularities 
The paint mixture would often come 
out uneven, and sometimes the 
airbrush would only spray air with 
no PSP evident. 
The airbrush trigger was 
pumped to release back 
pressure and stop this 
issue.  
 
 
4.2 Application (Spraying) and Curing of Ru(dpp) Pressure Sensitive 
Paint 
After thorough testing of the spraying and curing procedures and the implementation 
of the solutions mentioned above, the final procedure was developed.  
 
This procedure will outline the methods taken to apply the Pressure Sensitive Paint 
and cure prior to the calibration process.  
 
4.2.1 Required PPE 
Table 11 Application and Curing PPE 
PPE Required Notes  
 
-Safety Glasses with side shield or chemical 
goggles  
-Avoid the use of contact lenses  
-Wear chemical protective gloves, specific for 
solvent 
-Wear closed in shoes  
-PVC Apron should be used, or overalls. 
 
4.2.2 Required Tools/Materials 
Table 12 Application and Curing Materials 
Index Material/Tool Description 
14.  Pre-mixed paint  See Resulting PSP Preparation and 
Mixing Procedure.  
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15.  Airbrush Used for Spraying the paint mixture on the 
sample. 
16.  Compressed Air Supply Used to supply for airbrush  
17.  Vacuum Chamber Used to cure the paint before testing  
18.  Sample Material (test piece)  Material used to test the PSP 
19.  Vacuum Pump Used for extracting air from the vacuum 
chamber 
20.  Cardboard Box All spraying will be done inside the box to 
capture any overspray 
21.  10mm Spanner Used for disassembling airbrush for 
cleaning 
22.  Plastic Tray  Used for cleaning airbrush after use 
23.  Paper Towel Used for Cleaning the airbrush after use.  
24.  Pipette Used to clean airbrush after disassembly  
25.  Retort Stand and clamp Used to secure sample for painting 
26.  Cardboard Vacuum Chamber 
Holder 
Used to hold the calibration insert securely 
in the vacuum chamber for curing 
 
Before proceeding, ensure that risk assessment #10424 has been read and 
thoroughly understood. This procedure will be conducted in 49-413 in the Advanced 
Engineering Building Laboratory.  
4.2.3 Preparatory Steps  
1. Wear all required PPE and become thoroughly aware of the inherent risks and 
mitigation procedures to ensure maximum safety. 
2. Ensure fume cabinet is clear and there is enough room for all processes 
about to be conducted. 
3. Switch on fume cabinet. 
4. Ensure the vacuum chamber and vacuum pump are operational and ready for 
use. 
5. Place the test piece/s within the grips of the clamp and retort stand. 
Surrounding the rear of the model with the cardboard box.  
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6. Ensure airbrush is assembled correctly and ready for use.  
7. Connect the airbrush to the compressor hose and turn on the compressor. 
Test the airbrush is working correctly with no paint inside the hopper. 
8. Turn off the compressor and disconnect the airbrush from the hose.  
4.2.4 Application Process 
1. Ensure compressed air is pressurized and ready for operation (200 kPa 
minimum pressure).  
2. Pour the paint directly into the airbrush paint hopper. 
3. Attach the airbrush to the compressor hose. 
4. Squeeze the trigger on the airbrush near to, but not aimed at the model, 
holding the airbrush about 10cm away from the test sample, slowly, in a 
downward sweep paint the surface of the test sample, do not let go of the 
trigger until the entire surface of the stencil has been sprayed, this will 
produce an even distribution of paint on the sample.  
5. Repeat steps 4 and 5 for all test samples to be sprayed.  
6. The curing process must occur immediately, while also pouring out the 
leftover PSP from the airbrush hopper swiftly to ensure the solvent doesn’t dry 
inside the airbrush, clogging it with silicone particles. After step 1 of the curing 
process is complete immediately move to the finishing/clean up procedure. 
4.2.5 Curing Process 
1. Immediately after spraying, place all test samples inside the vacuum chamber 
on the cardboard insert and begin the vacuum process.  
2. Let the paint dry for approximately 2 hours (drying times can be as short as 30 
minutes).    
3. Once the curing has completed, the samples are ready for testing, leave the 
samples in the vacuum until they are ready for testing. It is imperative the 
paints exposure to atmospheric pressure is kept to an absolute minimum.   
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4.2.6 Finishing/Clean Up   
1. Pour pure solvent into the airbrush hopper (approx. 10mL), and spray the 
solvent through the airbrush, ensuring the vapor is aimed into the cardboard 
box in the fume hood. Spray all 10mL.  
2. Detach the paint hopper from the airbrush and sit aside in the fume cabinet. 
3. Completely disassemble the airbrush using the 10mm spanner, removing all 
available parts and place onto a tray lined with paper towel.  
4. Clean all the components of the airbrush by firstly wiping over with paper 
towel and using the pipette to inject solvent to clean the interior components.    
5. Reassemble the airbrush and connect back to the compressor, pour 
approximately 10mL of solvent into the hopper and spray all contents directly 
into the cardboard box.  
6. Repeat steps 3-6 a final time and finish by leaving the airbrush to completely 
evaporate any leftover solvent present. Use appropriate white labels for 
equipment left in the fume cabinet.  
7. Discard of waste chemicals correctly, using chem waste containers if needed 
(solvent).  
4.2.7 EMERGENCY RESPONSE 
- In the event of a large solvent spill, evacuate the room and call UQ Security 
on 53333.  
- Small solvent spills will be captured by the plastic tray, these do not need to 
be treated as an emergency, but the lab supervisor needs to be informed as 
soon as possible after firstly warning all students on the lab.  
4.2.8 Experimental Risk Assessment  
The procedures outlined above pose some significant risks to the individual/s that 
use the PSP. The paint consists of some harmful chemicals, appropriate PPE must 
be worn, and suitable mitigation techniques must be in place to ensure the risk of 
injury is reduced.  All risks involved in these experiments have a likelihood of 
occurring as well as the consequence of the risk occurring, a risk matrix can be 
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constructed taking this into consideration. The risk assessment outlined in Appendix 
B takes into consideration the material safety data sheets and considers the most 
appropriate mitigation techniques.  
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Chapter 5  Calibration  
This chapter will outline the process of achieving sub-goals (2) and part of (3). It will 
discuss an in-depth outline of how the PSP calibration apparatus was constructed in 
the Mansergh Shaw Building at The University of Queensland. This includes all the 
work that went into the design and the choice of equipment. A procedure for 
calibrating and post processing the Ru(dpp) PSP will be conferred along with all 
design considerations made. The results of the calibration experiments will be 
conveyed, and then a critical discussion on the effectiveness of the calibration 
including an thorough error analysis.  
    
5.1 Building a PSP Calibration Apparatus  
In order to produce an effective Pressure Sensitive Paint mixture, the formulation 
must first be calibrated at known pressures. The temperature sensitivities of the paint 
must also be examined before finally formulating the Stern-Volmer Relationship. 
After conducting thorough research and becoming aware of how PSP mixtures have 
been calibrated in the past, the following experimental methodology was performed. 
5.1.1 Pressure Vessel  
The process of calibrating the paint at known pressures involves using a pressure 
vessel which can fix the pressure at a desired level so images can be taken of the 
luminescent intensity of the paint. A Kimball Physics spherical Cube (model # 
12LM6153) was used to conduct the calibration of the PSP (Figure 7).  
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Figure 7 Kimball Physics Spherical Cube Pressure Vessel 
The pressure vessel has two windows, one for the LED light source to beam 
through, and another for the camera to look at the PSP surface. The back-window 
hole was used to mount the water heater insert which will be discussed in the next 
section of this report. The remainder of the windows were sealed shut with window 
fillers provided with the pressure vessel. The vacuum pump fittings were attached to 
the nozzle and from here the pressures inside the vessel could be altered throughout 
the calibration process with optical windows in place for the camera and LED.    
 
5.1.2 Design of a Water Heated Paint Temperature Insert 
Due to the unfortunate temperature sensitivities of the PSP mixture, a water heated 
paint surface was designed. This was to ensure when calibration took place that the 
temperature effects of the paint could be explored, fundamentally determining the A 
and B coefficients in the Stern-Volmer relationship. 
 
Figure 8 Water Heated Pressure Vessel insert used for Paint Calibration 
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The insert was designed by Alan Rojan, an ENGG1600 student at the University of 
Queensland. The insert (Figure 8) replaced the window filler on the back of the 
pressure vessel. The temperature of the surface the paint is sprayed onto can be 
altered by changing the temperature of the water flowing through the interior of the 
insert. The surface of the paint can then be measured by inserting a thermocouple 
down the centre so it can sit flush with the paint surface. The list of materials used 
for the paint temperature insert is outlined in Table 13 below.  
 
Table 13 Water Heater Insert Materials 
Component  Details 
Water Heated Insert  - 
Thermocouple  RS 3mm K-type insulated 
Thermocouple 
Thermocouple Gland RS PRO Compression Gland for 3mm 
Thermocouple 
Circlip RS Stainless Steel External Circlip – 
12mm Shaft Diameter, 11.5mm Groove 
Diameter 
1x10 O’ring - 
1x25 O’ring - 
 
This was done to eliminate any possible heat transfer issues if the thermocouple was 
mounted externally, or somewhere else inside the pressure vessel. This resulted in 
the ability to measure the most accurate real-time temperature of the paint during the 
calibration process. The water heated insert can be seen pictured inside the 
pressure vessel in Figure 13. For a more detailed schematic of the temperature 
insert see Appendix A 
5.1.3 LED and Camera Equipment  
Two fundamental devices used for the calibration experiment include the LED light 
source to excite the luminophore particle, along with the camera used to measure 
the luminescent intensity of the PSP. Two LED’s were purchased, and their 
specifications are outlined below in Table 14. 
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Table 14 LED Specifications 
LED Model Number Wavelength (nm) 
Min. Max 
CBT-120-UV-C31-Q400-22 400 410 
PT-120-B-L11-EPG101 454 462 
 
These wavelengths of light were chosen for the excitation of the luminophore particle 
due to being in the correct range for Ru(dpp). The LED’s were purchased along with 
two band pass filters to ensure the correct wavelength (457nm) of light would pass 
through and onto the paint surface. A second band pass filter was purchased for the 
camera lens; this would filter out any light pollution that could possibly interfere with 
the luminescent intensity of the paint.  
 
The camera used for the calibration experiment was a Canon 760D with a Tamron 
24-70mm F2.8 lens. The option to use the high-speed camera from the Drummond 
Tunnel Schlieren imaging was an possibility however the high-quality lens on the 
Canon 760D proved to be fit for purpose with the ability to turn off all post processing 
imaging settings. Photos could also be taken in RAW image format, which results in 
a high-quality unprocessed image. The camera and lens can be seen in Figure 15.  
 
5.1.4 Construction of UV Safe Box and Optical Rail System 
The first LED is very close to the UV spectrum of light (10nm-400nm). Due to the 
dangerous health effects caused my UV radiation exposure, an optical box was 
needed around the entire calibration apparatus. This would have three effects:  
• Eliminate the risk of exposure to UV radiation  
• Block out any unwanted light pollution interfering with the paint surface during 
the calibration process.  
• Introduce consistency in the luminophore absorption, locking all LED, camera 
and pressure vessel positions to eliminate inconsistencies in data.  
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All the components for the UV safe box were purchased from Item24, a company 
that manufactures extrusion profiles in various shapes and sizes. Some of the optical 
rail components including, rail attachments for mounting the Camera and LED were 
already stocked. The table of purchased components can be seen below in Table 15 
. 
 
Table 15 Calibration Box and optical Rail components 
Quantity Order No. Product 
Description 
Size (mm) 
3 7000009 Profile 8 40x40E, 
Natural  
1400 
8 7000009 Profile 8 40x40E, 
Natural 
900 
1 26580 Profile 8 80x80 
Light, Natural 
400 
30 41115 Angle Bracket Set 
8 40x40 
- 
100 2623 T-Slot Nut 8 St 
M6, bright zinc-
plated 
- 
100 8000050 Flat Mushroom 
Head Screw 
M6x16, bright zinc-
plated  
- 
2 - 3mm Black HDPE 3000x1500x3 
 
The UV box was constructed with ease using the Profile 8 40x40E extrusions, which 
were fastened using the Angle Bracket Sets. Along with all the components to 
construct the box, the surfaces to form the box faces were water jet cut from the 
3mm Black HDPE. The drawings for the box faces can be seen in Figure 9. The 
black HDPE sheets were attached to the calibration box using T-slot nuts purchased 
from item24. These T-slot nuts can slide into the 40x40 profile 8 rails and then be 
fastened using an M6x16 Flat Mushroom Head Screw. 
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Figure 9 UV Safe Box Wall Sheets 
The final product of the UV safe Box can be seen in the photo below. The 
construction proved to be a success, eliminating all light pollution on the entire 
calibration setup while also protecting personnel from harmful UV radiation.  
 
 
Figure 10 Calibration Experiment Enclosure 
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5.1.5 Heat Sink Block Mount 
An integral part of the calibration experiment setup was the mounting of the LED to 
the optical rail system. Due to the high temperatures present in the operation of the 
LED, a heat sink was used to prevent the LED from overheating. The heatsink used 
for the experiment is a 1K/W, 100x120x37mm sink purchased from RS (part # 
345AB1000B), see Error! Reference source not found. The 1K/W heat sink was p
urchased and integrated into the experiment due to the high operating temperatures 
of the LED. 
 
 
Figure 11 RS Heat Sink 
 
Mounting of the heatsink to the optical rail system required the design of a mounting 
block, which would fix the heat sink onto an optical post. The TR100/M 12.7 mm 
optical post used for mounting of the heat sink and LED was purchased from Thor 
Labs.  
  
The heat sink block mount influenced material selection and manufacture options 
due to the high temperatures that are present with LED operation. Careful 
consideration was taken about the adjustability of the heat sink and subsequent 
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LED. Due to the fact the LED needed required precise positioning so that it would 
correctly illuminate the paint surface for calibration. The decision was made for the 
optical post to sit inside the block instead of the block being screwed directly onto the 
post. The drawing of the heat sink block can be seen in Figure 12, this also includes 
the assembly of the optical post inside the block (top right). 
 
 
Figure 12 Heat Sink Block Drawing 
 
The heat sink mounting block was 3D printed in Onyx using FDM technology at The 
University of Queensland’s EAIT Workshop. From here an M4 screw secured the 
block to the optical post and four M4 holes were tapped in the heat sink block so that 
the heat sink mounting block could be fastened to the heat sink. This was done in 
the Makerspace at The University of Queensland. A photo of the final heat sink and 
LED mounting in the calibration apparatus can be seen in Figure 15 (bottom-right). 
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5.1.6 Paint Sample Fluid Heater  
The system used to heat the paint sample by forcing heated fluid at known 
temperatures through the fluid heated paint insert was a Julaba F33. The fluid heater 
came with some larger 20mm diameter heat resistant hosing, however the fluid 
heated insert consisted of small 3mm inlets. Another issue was the rate of flow from 
the fluid heater was too high, after discussing with previous users, and outlining the 
application in this experiment, several fittings were required to reduce the size of the 
hosing to be appropriate to fit onto the fluid heated insert. This included a needle 
valve so the flow rate could be reduced to a suitable amount for the small hose. The 
final fitting arrangement can be seen below. The return end of the fluid heater hose 
is not attached for photo purposes.  
 
 
Figure 13 Fluid Heater Fittings and Thermocouple Integration 
Industrial Fluid Sales in Brisbane provided all the fittings, including the small 3mm 
hose. The red hose pictured above required heating in boiling water to attach firmly 
to prevent leakages.  
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5.1.7 Final Apparatus Arrangement 
PSP calibrations have been done many times and are well documented in literature. 
After taking into consideration the general arrangement of a PSP calibration 
experiment (Figure 4), an appropriate apparatus could be designed utilizing the 
Universities facilities and everything mentioned above.  
 
The following design attentions were considered before arranging all components of 
the experiment.  
- The camera and LED need to be mounted securely, as there cannot be any 
movement between luminosity measurements in calibration as this could 
hinder results.  
- The entire setup must fit inside the UV safe box 
- Everything must be adjustable, as small changes will be made throughout the 
calibration process, or for future experiments.  
After putting careful thought into the arrangement of the experiment and 
communicating with UQ staff on what was available at the University, the following 
arrangement was implemented.   
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Figure 14 Calibration Apparatus Arrangement Initial Design 
After construction began on the apparatus arrangement, several changes were 
made for ease of access and mounting efficiency. The existing camera mount used 
for the Drummond Tunnel Schlieren Imaging was too high to be mounted on the 
profile 8 80x80 rail. The optical rail mounts used to mount the camera in Figure 15 
were taken from another experiment in the Mansergh Shaw building and a fit for 
purpose camera mount was constructed using some M8 screws and 10 mm nuts 
(see Figure 15 below).  
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Figure 15 Camera Rail Mount and final calibration experiment arrangement 
 
With only minimal mounting plates, and the height of the optical window measured to 
be 50mm from the rail surface the lens height could be altered by adding or 
removing nuts. The final design lined up the lens perfectly with the optical window, 
and the camera was aligned directly with the paint surface.  
 
The profile 8 40x40 rail, pictured in Figure 14, was replaced with a 400mm profile 8 
80x80 rail, due to the fact that UQ had access to many optical rail mounts of this 
size. The orientation of this rail was changed to be perpendicular to the camera and 
pressure vessel rail. With the adjustability of the profile rail mounts along the 400mm 
length, the LED could be precisely positioned to illuminate the paint surface before 
being tightly secured to prevent movement. 
 
5.2 Process of Calibrating the PSP Mixture 
Now that the entire experimental procedure had been setup, it was time to calibrate 
the paint under a range of temperatures and pressures. This section of the report will 
give a brief outline of how this process was executed.  
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After the PSP was mixed, and sprayed onto the calibration insert, it was then placed 
inside a vacuum chamber for curing. This vacuum chamber was then carried from 
the spraying lab to the calibration apparatus in the Mansergh Shaw Building. From 
here the paint sample was placed inside the calibration pressure vessel, and the 
thermocouple and fluid heater hoses were connected in preparation for the 
experiment. 
 
The response of the paint was tested at various pressures and temperatures so that 
the behavior could be examined. This calibration process was straight forward with 
the help of the written procedures.  Some of the difficulties experienced during this 
process are outlined below, including the strategy taken to form a more efficient 
method.  
 
Table 16 Calibration Procedure Amendments 
Process Problem Solution 
Fastening Fluid heated 
paint insert into the 
pressure vessel    
Due to the hose 
connection position on the 
fluid heated insert, the 
pressure vessel door 
would not fit around the 
hose. 
This was a design issue, 
and the solution was to 
leave one of the hose 
connections unscrewed so 
the door could be fastened 
on, the hose was then 
screwed back into place. 
Thermocouple 
installation 
The thermocouple probe 
was about 300mm long 
and could be easily 
damaged when 
connecting all the hoses to 
the insert. 
The thermocouple was 
screwed into the insert 
last, to prevent any 
damage.  
Camera Focus  The camera was focused 
manually, and this was 
very time consuming and 
not ideal considering the 
The camera was left in 
position after the first 
experiment; this meant the 
focus was always sharp 
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paint surface degrades 
over time. 
for image capturing.  
LED Positioning The positioning of the LED 
was paramount to achieve 
effective results. This 
included blocking out 
areas of light outside of 
the paint region. 
The LED positioning 
occurred at the same time 
as the camera’s manual 
focussing. It was then 
secured and left in place. 
Metal sheets were used to 
block out LED light hitting 
the front of the pressure 
vessel, visible through the 
camera lens.  
 
The final calibration procedure can be seen in the results section 5.3.1 of this 
chapter.  
 
5.2.1 Post Processing Images and Calculating Luminosity 
The next step in the PSP calibration procedure is the post processing of the images 
in order to determine the luminosity change with changing pressures. It became 
immediately clear that the paint surface was changing luminosity with pressure which 
was quite a remarkable moment in the entire process. The paint was reacting in the 
way it was intended to; however, the magnitude of this change was yet to be 
quantified.  
 
MATLAB was used to post process the RAW image files from the Canon 760D. 
Canon RAW files are exported as a CR2 file. After exporting all the images off the 
camera’s SD card, the following process occurred. Firstly, the CR2 (RAW) photos 
were converted to TIFF using ZAMZAR Online File Conversion (Zamzar, 2019). 
From here the TIFF files were inputted into the MATLAB working directory where 
they were run through a script which was produced using the following method:   
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1. Import the file into the workspace and then through trial and error, locate the 
region for the luminosity average to be taken. This was done by setting a 
range of variables in the 4022x6024x3 matrix to equal 1, and then view the 
image using the imshow() command. This was repeated until a zone of 
interest in the image was found, see Figure 16 Example of MATLAB region of 
interest for Post Processing. 
 
Figure 16 Example of MATLAB region of interest for Post Processing 
2. At this point the image is in an RGB format; however, it needs to be converted 
to YCBCR format. This format is a 3-dimension matrix. Where the ‘Y’ 
dimension is the Luminosity in greyscale, which will be used to extract the 
luminosity of the paint surface.  
3. Once the image is in YCBCR format, the first dimension ‘Y” is taken from the 
matrix and then an average luminosity is taken in this region. 
 
This luminosity data was then exported, and python was used to form plots of 
various relationships between temperature, pressure and luminosity. These plots will 
be examined in section 5.4.  
5.3 Ru(dpp) PSP Calibration Results 
This section will firstly outline the result of the final calibration procedure, paying 
attention to the lessons learnt throughout the experiment and outlining the 
completion of sub-goal (2). The calibrated Stern-Volmer Relationship of luminous 
intensity and pressure will be presented, along with temperature sensitivity analysis 
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which will address sub-goal (3). The results will then be critically analyzed and lead 
into a segment investigating potential errors in the results.  
 
5.3.1 PSP Calibration Procedure 
This procedure will outline how to calibrate a PSP mixture, particularly the Ru(dpp) 
formulation used in this thesis project.  
 
5.3.1.1 Required PPE 
Table 17 Calibration Experiment PPE 
PPE Required Notes  
 
-Safety Glasses with side shield 
or chemical goggles  
-Avoid the use of contact lenses  
-Wear chemical protective gloves, 
specific for solvent 
-Wear closed in shoes  
 
5.3.1.2 Required Tools/Materials 
Table 18 Calibration Experiment Materials 
Index Material/Tool Description 
27.  Fluid Heated calibration insert  Calibration insert with paint sample 
sprayed onto surface.  
28.  Calibration Pressure Vessel  N/A 
29.  600nm Optical Filter N/A 
30.  Camera and Lens Canon 760D and Tamron 24mm-70mm 
Lens 
31.  457.9 ± 2 nm LED LED mounted on heat sink  
32.  Vacuum Pump Used to vary pressures in Pressure 
Vessel 
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33.  Julaba F33 Fluid Heater Used for heating PSP sample 
34.  Phone with Canon App  Used as a remote trigger  
35.  Thermocouple and Temperature 
Reader 
Measures paint sample surface 
temperature 
36.  UV safe Box Used to eliminate light pollution and 
provide barrier from UV light.  
37.  Pressure Gauge Measures Pressure Vessel current 
pressure.  
38.  Various Optical Rail Mounts Used to mount Camera, LED, Filter and 
Pressure Vessel.  
39.  Hex Keys Used for fastening 
40.  Small shifting spanner  Used for fastening 
 
5.3.1.3 Camera Settings 
It is imperative that all photos taken during the calibration experiment are in RAW 
format. This will result in an image with little to no post-processing and compression 
made by the camera. The camera settings used to take all images in the calibration 
process may vary, however, turning the camera into manual mode and turning off all 
digital aids is a must. ISO should be reduced to 100, or lower if possible. F-stop 
should be as small as possible, allowing the most amount of light to be captured by 
the sensor. Shutter speed can vary, however too long, and the image will be over 
exposed, and any light pollution will significantly affect results. Too short, and the 
image will be very dark, collecting minimal information of paint luminosity.   
 
5.3.1.4 Calibration Experiment  
1. Wear all required PPE and become thoroughly aware of the inherent risks and 
mitigation procedures to ensure maximum safety. 
2. Remove the calibration insert from the curing vacuum chamber by opening 
the air tap and releasing the vacuum.  
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3. Assemble the water heater insert by inserting the inner housing, screw in the 
thermocouple ensuring the tip sits flush with the paint surface.  
4. Connect the fluid heater hoses to the insert and then screw the insert into the 
calibration pressure vessel, fastening the 6 bolts holding on the window 
mount. Ensure the plastic seal is fastened with the window mount to ensure 
an airtight seal. 
5. Ensure proper alignment of the LED, Camera and 600nm filter (Figure 15). 
6. Using the camera’s digital zoom function, zoom as far as possible onto the 
paint surface and manually focus the camera. Align the painted insert with the 
centre of the frame. 
7. Ensure all components mounted to the optical rail are firmly fastened, 
movement during calibration will impact results.   
8. Connect the camera to the phone app for remote shooting.   
9. Turn on the LED, thermocouple reader, vacuum pump and Julaba fluid 
heater.  
10. Before any heating or pressurizing commences, take a photo of the paint and 
this will act as the “control/reference” for constructing the luminosity vs 
pressure calibration curves.  
The following steps depend on whether a fixed temperature calibration is to be 
recorded, or a fixed pressure.  
 
5.3.1.4.1 Fixed Pressure 
1. Fix the pressure of the pressure vessel at the desired level.  
2. Raise the temperature from room temperature incrementally as desired. 
Taking a photo and recording surface pressure at each instance 
5.3.1.4.2 Fixed Temperature  
1. Fix the temperature of the pressure vessel at the desired level.  
2. Drop the pressure from atmospheric incrementally as desired, taking a photo 
and recording both temperature and pressure at each step. 
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5.3.1.5 Experimental Risk Assessment  
The procedures outlined above pose some significant risks to the individual/s that 
use the PSP. The paint consists of some harmful chemicals, appropriate PPE must 
be worn, and suitable mitigation techniques must be in place to ensure the risk of 
injury is reduced.  All risks involved in these experiments have a likelihood of 
occurring as well as the consequence of the risk occurring, a risk matrix has been 
constructed taking this into consideration. The risk assessment outlined in Appendix 
B will outline all risks posed to personnel and includes the appropriate mitigation 
procedures to reduce the likelihood and chance of harm.  
 
5.4 PSP Calibration Results 
After the PSP calibration was completed over a range of pressures and 
temperatures, the data was post processed following the procedure outlined in 5.2.1. 
The response of the paint to changing pressures was more distinct to the naked eye 
than originally expected. The typical range of images across a fixed temperature and 
varying pressure test are shown in the figure below.   
 
 
 
 
Figure 17 PSP sample Images. Atmosphere (left), Vacuum (right) 
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All other images taken are at luminescent intensities ranging between the images in 
Figure 17. The images were then converted to TIFF files and run through the 
MATLAB image processing code (Appendix F) to calculate the average luminosity in 
the selected region of each image. Due to the camera being mounted securely on 
the optical rail, all paint samples were in the same pixel range, therefore the paint 
surface luminosity could be captured by taking a small region of the paint surface 
and calculating the average. All post processing of images was taken over a range 
like the dark region in figure below.  
 
Figure 18 Post-Processing Region for Average Luminosity Calculation 
Due to the camera being removed from the apparatus during the days of 
experimentation, this region changed slightly between experiments, but the right side 
of centre was always taken, with a region approximately the same size (pixel 
density) for each experiment.  
 
The first results of the calibration experiment include fixing the temperature of the 
paint to room temp (Julaba F33 turned off) and taking images of the PSP from 
atmospheric pressure to the lowest pressure available from the vacuum pump used 
(approx. 4.4 kPa). The images taken in this experiment were without the 600nm 
band pass filter placed in front of the camera lens.    
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Figure 19 Results for Filter Vs. No Filter 
A comparison was made between this experiment and another experiment across 
the same fixed temperature and pressure range; however this was with the 600nm 
filter placed in front of the camera lens to try and eliminate any light pollution from 
impacting results. The filter experiment also had the LED set to a higher level to 
explore the effects of increased brightness. A detailed outline of these two 
experiments including all camera settings is listed below in Table 19. 
 
Table 19 Filter Vs. No Filter Settings 
 Filter No Filter  
F-stop 2.8 2.8 
ISO 100 100 
Lens Zoom 70mm 70mm 
Focus  Manual Manual 
Shutter Speed  1/20 1/20 
LED Voltage 3.2 2.9 
LED Amperage 1.95 .742 
Temperature  22.6 ºC 22.5 ºC 
Pressure Range (10kPa 
Increments) 
11.3-101.3 kPa 9.3-101.3 kPa 
Time between pressures Approx.3 seconds Approx. 3 seconds 
 
Another interesting result is the luminosity versus pressure relationships for the filter 
and no filter calibration experiment. This can be seen in the plot below.  
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Figure 20 Luminosity Vs. Pressure 
 
The next stage of the calibration experiment was to examine how the PSP behaves 
when exposed to varying temperatures. Ideally, we would want the paint luminosity 
to remain unchanged varied temperatures, however it has been made quite clear in 
past applications of PSP’s that they are temperature sensitive. These results were 
achieved by fixing the paint pressure at 101.3 kPa and slowly raising the 
temperature. The outcomes from the temperature variation experiment can be seen 
below in Figure 21. 
 
 
Figure 21 PSP Sensitivity at Atmospheric Pressure 
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To discover whether this temperature sensitivity had the same effect at different 
pressures, the pressure inside the calibration vessel was dropped to 4.4 kPa and 
images were taken of the paint as the sample dropped in temperature. The 
comparison can be seen below in Figure 22. 
 
Figure 22 Temperature Sensitivity Comparison 
For both experiments to be consistent, all the settings of the camera and LED were 
the same in both temperature experiments. All experimental details from the 
temperature comparison can be seen below.  
 
Table 20 Atmosphere Vs. Vacuum Experiment Settings 
 Atmosphere Vacuum  
F-stop 2.8 2.8 
ISO 100 100 
Lens Zoom 70mm 70mm 
Focus  Manual Manual 
Shutter Speed  1/20 1/20 
LED Voltage 3.2 3.2 
LED Amperage 1.95 1.95 
Pressure 101.3 kPa 4.4 kPa 
Temperature Range (2 ºC 
Increments) 
22-50 ºC 28-50 ºC 
Time between pressures Approx.15 seconds Approx. 40 seconds 
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Through research it was made very clear that PSP solutions lose responsiveness 
and overall intensity over short periods of time. To examine the effect of the Ru(dpp) 
mixture over time. A sample was left for 10 hours overnight to prove whether the 
paint would still emit the same luminous response. As expected, the luminous 
intensity dropped overnight but not as significant as expected. The luminosity at a 
pressure of 11.3 kPa and temperature of 22.6 ºC at the end of the experiment the 
night before was 23,396, and after sitting overnight the intensity dropped to 23,151 at 
the same pressure and temperature. This shows only a drop of 1.047%% over a 10 
hour period or 0.105%/h which is considerably lower than the 16%/h discovered by 
Egami et al in 2018 (Table 1 and Table 2).  
 
5.5 Calibration Discussion 
Ru(dpp) Pressure Sensitive Paint has proven to show significant luminosity changes 
with changing pressures. This has resulted in the possibility to examine how this 
paint could be used in future hypersonic research at The University of Queensland. 
However, even with the success of the calibration, there are a number of results to 
discuss, while also considering the validity and accuracy of the calibration curves 
formulated. This section will discuss the ideas behind each result before finally 
conferring how these results could be improved in the future. In other words, this 
section will outline how well sub-goal (3) has been accomplished.  
 
5.5.1 Stern-Volmer Relationship and Luminosity against Pressure  
This project calibrated the paint in two scenarios, with and without a 600nm band 
pass filter placed between the paint and the camera. The reason for this was to 
examine how much information was being lost, or gained, by using the filter. 
Research showed that the emitted wavelength of light from the luminophore is 
600nm with an excitation wavelength of 457nm provided by the LED light source. It 
was immediately clear that the paint had a “glow” when the LED was switched on, 
and the reflective wavelength was in the 600 ± 8nm range provided by the filter. This 
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could be seen clearly when comparing an image from the filter experiment to one 
without. 
 
 
 
Clearly shown in Figure 23, is the difference between using the filter and not. It is 
quite surprising however, that the range of luminosities is higher for the filter case, 
however the luminosity has a greater variance in the non-filter case (Figure 20). This 
could be a result of light reflecting off the back of the room and into the lens; the 
ambient light may have changed during the period of the experiment in the no filter 
case as well. Another possible reason behind the higher luminosity of the filter case 
would be that the greyscale dimension of the image is clearly very dark outside of 
the paint sample (outer edges of Figure 23), where the back of the pressure vessel 
in the non-filter sample is reflecting light into the lens. 
 
The Stern-Volmer plots in Figure 19 are what is fundamentally used to determine 
surface pressures on models which will be tested under hypersonic conditions. The 
Stern-Volmer relationship for the filter and non-filter case of Ru(dpp) PSP are 
outlined below.  
 +,-.+ = /. 112 + /. /3/ 44,-. 
 
For the filtered calibration and, 
 
Figure 23 600nm Filter Vs. No Filter 
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+,-.+ = /. 52/ + /. 36/ 44,-. 
 
 
For the non-filtered calibration, where !"#$ and )"#$ are 19644.6 and 101.3 kPa 
respectively. 
 
It is interesting to note that the gradient of the non-filtered calibration is greater than 
10 times that of the filtered case, showing that the range of luminosities is much 
greater in this scenario.  This was not expected after considering the sole purpose of 
the 600nm filter. There may have been an issue with the camera focus on the filter 
experiment, as all variables between the two calibrations were constant and nothing 
changed between them. The only difference was that the non-filtered experiment 
sample was painted on a different pressure vessel insert (Figure 23), and although 
constructed from the same material as the water heated insert, this could be the 
answer to the discrepancy.  
 
5.5.2 Temperature Sensitivities  
Outlined in many academic papers and the bane of pressure sensitive paints is the 
temperature sensitivity. The experiment was performed successfully, with the plots in 
Figure 21 and Figure 22 outlining some interesting results.  
 
Looking firstly at the shape of the two curves in Figure 22, the response to increased 
temperatures is very different. The sample at ambient pressure appears to have 
greater temperature sensitivity at lower temperatures (25-33ºC), but then the 
gradient becomes shallow from this temperature onwards. It appears as if the 
temperature were to increase beyond the region in this experiment (50°C), that the 
sensitivity would asymptote at a particular luminosity. This was not explored due to 
the limitation in temperature of the hoses used for the calibration experiment, they 
began to leak around 40 ºC due to softening and nylon expansion.  The sample at 
4.4 kPa however, showed a lesser effect to temperatures with an almost linear 
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relationship. This is interesting when considering the pressures involved in a 
hypersonic shock tunnel, which will be discussed in preceding sections. A point to 
note is the time between temperature images of the ambient condition was much 
less than the vacuum experiment (Table 20). This was because the temperature 
dropped from 50°C naturally in the vacuum case, where the ambient case the 
temperature was increased using the fluid heater. The same sample was used in 
both cases and after discovering little intensity drop over a 10-hour period, the time 
between experiments could not be to blame. Having said that, luminous degradation 
could be heavily increased at higher temperatures, however this was not explored in 
this calibration. The result to be taken from this experiment is listed below: 
Table 21 Temperature Sensitivity Results 
Pressure (kPa) Temperature Sensitivity (luma/ºC) 
101.3  -158.4 
4.4  -36.4 
 
It is important to note however that the results for the ambient conditions are from a 
poorly fit linear trend line and the temperature sensitivity at lower temperatures is 
much worse than -158.4 Luma/ ºC. The vacuum condition however is a more 
accurate representation of the temperature sensitivity due to a trend line which fits 
the data well.  
5.5.3 Calibration Error Analysis  
After all analysis discussed in the previous section, it is no surprise that with the 
number of variables present in this calibration process, there is a significant chance 
of potential error. This section will outline the potential errors while also considering 
the impact on the results.  
 
The table below gives an in-depth analysis on the potential errors prominent in the 
practical calibration experiment itself, this involves all three procedures leading up to 
the final calibration experiment, including mixing, spraying and curing.  
 
Table 22 Calibration Error Analysis 
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Potential Error Source Explanation Impact on Results 
Incorrect weight 
fraction of paint 
components 
Due to the minimal weight of paint components and 
the accuracy of the scales, it is difficult to keep all 
paint mixtures consistent during each experiment. 
Poor comparison between samples.  
Floating particles and 
sticking to beaker walls 
Particles would often stick to the sides of the beaker 
used to mix the paint components. 
Paint concentration would vary, resulting in 
incorrect luminous measurements. 
Spray inconsistencies  
- Time taken to spray 
- Distance from sample  
- Paint thickness 
- Airbrush Pressure  
- Particles leaving 
airbrush 
Spraying was very difficult when it came to 
consistency. With little training in proper airbrush 
use it was troublesome to spray even coats of paint 
on each sample and ensure the paint would escape 
the nozzle consistently. The airbrush pressure was 
often inconsistent due to other lab personnel using 
the compressed air line.  
Paint response time suffers. Result in poor 
calibration comparisons and incorrect luminosity 
measurements. Effects degradation rate and 
temperature sensitivity.  
PSP sample coat  As a result of the issues discussed with spray 
inconsistencies, the paint coats were never evenly 
distributed across the sample surface.  
Poor comparison between samples. Irregular paint 
behavior. Post-processing effected.  
Vacuum Chamber 
Pressure  
Vacuum chamber pressures were difficult to keep 
constant due to leaks and moving between labs.  
Incorrect pressure distribution and overall 
calibration curve error  
Drying Time  Drying times were kept as constant as possible, 
however available times for spraying and calibration 
Drying effects were not explored however; this 
could have potentially affected the luminous 
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varied throughout the process response.  
Time between curing 
and calibration 
The time taken to remove the sample from the 
vacuum chamber and fasten to the calibration 
pressure vessel varied. This was always kept to a 
minimum, but consistency varied. 
Paint degrades over time; this would have affected 
the luminous intensity before calibration even 
began. 
Camera Settings 
- Camera focus  
- White balance 
- Manual settings  
- Zoom 
Camera settings were kept as manual as possible 
with past knowledge. In depth camera analysis was 
out of scope of the project. Camera distance varied 
as a result of removing the camera from the 
calibration apparatus at the end of each day for 
security issues.  
Camera settings are an integral part of the 
investigation. Luminous intensity is heavily affected 
by camera settings. Calibration range would have 
been affected here.  
Light Pollution Although the entire experiment was conducted in an 
optical box, light reflections off the back wall were 
imminent. Reflections off the optical window as well 
as visible light in frame of the camera could have 
caused error.  
Any light pollution will have affected the luminosity 
reading, this will have caused significant errors in 
the calibration result.  
Dirty lens, filters, 
optical windows 
Lenses, filters and optical windows were cleaned; 
however dust build up was an issue in the work 
shop.  
This would have affected the intensity of the 
luminosity of the paint and acted as a barrier 
between the camera sensor and the paint surface. 
Luminosity would have errors as a result.  
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All things considered, there is a large range of error potential within a PSP calibration experiment. Taking this into consideration 
and moving forward it is imperative that the effects of all the above are examined to further increase the accuracy of the PSP 
technique.  
 
 
 
Calibration pressure 
range 
Fixed pressures were hard to sustain in the pressure 
vessel, and images were taken as close to the 
gauge pressure as possible  
This would have resulted in calibration curve errors 
of ±2kPa for each image.  
Temperature of Paint 
sample  
The temperature displayed from the thermocouple 
was ±5 ºC from the temperature on the Julaba F33 
fluid heater system. Either device could have been 
poorly calibrated  
Poor calibration would affect the entire process. 
However, this would simply shift the data up or 
down, the shape would remain.   
Pressure Gauge The pressure gauge displayed readings 
approximately 20 kPa lower than atmospheric. This 
was taken as a buffer to correct for the actual 
pressure. No calibration was performed on the 
pressure gauge.  
This would affect the luminosity against pressure 
readings. Exact atmospheric pressure varied each 
day and was never considered in the calibration 
process  
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5.5.4 Image Post Processing Error Analysis  
The post-processing of calibration images can impact the result significantly. This 
was explored in greater detail to examine various post-processing techniques and 
the subsequent effect on the calibration relationships outlined in the results.  
 
5.5.4.1 RAW (CR2) File vs. TIFF 
Canon images were taken in RAW, however the file exported by the SD card is 
known as CR2. This is essentially Canon’s extension of a RAW image file with no 
post-processing performed by the camera. Before the images were imported into 
MATLAB they were converted to TIFF. To examine the impact of a TIFF post 
process approach against a plain RAW image, a comparison was made between the 
two on the Stern-Volmer relationship of the PSP.  
 
 
Figure 24 Effect of post-processing file type 
Surprisingly, there is a significant difference between both processing techniques. 
The TIFF file (used for all results of the calibration experiment) has a higher gradient 
but a lower magnitude in the A coefficient of the Stern-Volmer Relationship. This will 
impact results significantly, however a RAW file cannot be converted into the 
greyscale dimension like a TIFF file can. As a result, the luminous intensity was 
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taken from the “red” dimension of the RGB file, so the true “intensity” is not offered 
by a CR2 file type. Although there is a variation, this effect will not be seen in the 
calibration results in previous sections.  
 
5.5.4.2  Varying Regions for the Measurement of Luminous Intensity 
As discussed in earlier section for the methodology of calculating the average 
intensity of each image, the same region of each photo was examined. Significant 
error could have resulted from taking a large region, due to the effects of dark areas 
with minimal luminophore present. These areas would gave a greater influence on 
brighter images (low pressures) then on the darker images. The effects of these 
regions as well as taking several individual pixels in post processing is analysed in 
this section.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Figure 25 Small Vs Large Luminous region Comparison (top), Individual Pixel Comparison (bottom), Small and large regions 
examined (right) 
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Looking at the plot at the top of Figure 25, a comparison was made on the filtered 
calibration experiment images, which examined the impact of post processing the 
large and small regions pictured on the right. Minimal affect was examined on Stern-
Volmer relationship between the two regions. The smaller region has a slight 
downward shift however the gradient varied only 3% from the larger region, which 
was used for all results of the calibration experiment. The plot pictured at the bottom 
of Figure 25 shows a comparison in the Stern-Volmer Relationship when computing 
the luminosity from individual pixels located in all four corners of the dark region in 
the image at the top right. The legend outlines the exact pixel coordinates from the 
large image region taken. The result of this analysis shows that taking individual 
pixel luminosities has a substantial impact on the results. This opens up the 
possibility for future calibrations to be performed on individual pixels instead of taking 
an average over a large region. The reason for this large discrepancy in results is a 
result of poor PSP application to the sample surface, including an uneven spread of 
paint thickness and concentration of luminophore particles.  When the paint is 
eventually used in the hypersonic conditions of the Drummond Tunnel, smaller 
regions and possibly even individual pixels will be examined, this will offer the 
capability to examine regions of model surfaces in greater detail.     
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Chapter 6 PSP Validation Model  
 
This chapter will outline the process of completing the final sub-goal (4). This will 
discuss the theoretical concepts of hypersonic flows, and how this knowledge can be 
applied to designing an appropriate model which will examine the validity of the 
Ru(dpp) Pressure Sensitive Paint. Sub-sections will outline the design 
considerations, the methodology pursued, and finally the results and critical analysis 
of the final design.  
 
6.1 Design Considerations 
After the calibration experiment is complete, the PSP must be validated. This 
involves spraying the PSP onto a model and comparing the result to integrated 
pressure and temperature sensors on the model surface. This section of the report 
outlines the process of determining the regions for mounting these sensors as well 
as calculating the expected pressure and temperatures evident on the model itself. 
There are several considerations behind the idea of the validation model, these 
include:  
• Shot to shot variations in the Drummond Shock Tunnel  
• Drummond tunnel flow conditions  
• Mach 7 Nozzle 
• Maximum area of Nozzle Outlet    
• Current model mounting apparatus width of 60mm  
All these design considerations influence the outcome of the Drummond Validation 
Model, the shot to shot variations in the tunnel conditions can vary up to 20% (Page, 
2019). This variance pushed the design process to try and propose a side by side 
dual wedge system (Figure 26). 
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Figure 26 Proposed Validation Design 
 
 The dual wedge system would aim to validate temperature and pressure 
sensitivities of the paint by comparing a single oblique shock to two weaker oblique 
shocks. This is due to two reasons:  
 
1.  The pressure downstream of a single oblique shock can be matched by two 
weaker shocks. This could produce the same pressure but lower 
temperatures. This design would test the temperature sensitivities of the paint 
at the same pressure.  
2. The pressure downstream of a single oblique shock can be matched by two 
weaker shocks. This could produce the same temperature but varying 
pressures. This design would test the pressure sensitivities of the paint at the 
same temperature. 
All things considered; the following process was used to reach a final Drummond 
Validation Model Design. 
 
6.2 Computing Oblique Shock Conditions  
Computing the oblique shock conditions was an iterative process executed using 
Python 3.0 and excel.  The process of calculating conditions of a single wedge 
and double wedge (two angled) system to adhere to conditions 1 and 2 listed 
above, followed this procedure: 
1. Write a script which takes inputs for flow conditions and wedge angle and 
outputs the oblique shock angle and conditions downstream of the shock.  
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2. Write a second script which used the same script in the step 1, but takes 
the conditions after the first oblique shock, and inputs this condition into 
the script again to compute conditions after two oblique shocks.  
3. Iterate steps 1 and 2 through a range of wedge angles ranging from 5-30º. 
The single wedge script iterated conditions in the range from 5-30º. The 
double wedge script computed the first conditions at an angle of 5º and 
then iterated the second angle from 5-30º 
4. The results for temperature and pressure were plotted.  
5. The outputs of this iteration were exported into excel, a trend line was fit to 
the data with an R2=1. The equation of the lines was then used to solve for 
the single wedge angle at a pressure of 3958.11 Pa*. 
6.  The resulting pressure was input into the equation for the double wedge 
conditions, which outputted the result for the second angle (first angle was 
fixed at 5°) of the double wedge, which would give the same pressure of 
3958.11 Pa.  
7. The angle for the single wedge from part 5 was then inputted into the 
equation for the temperature conditions for varying single wedge angles; 
this led to a temperature of 267.96 K. 
8. The resulting pressure was input into the equation for the double wedge 
temperature conditions, which outputted the result for the second angle 
(first angle was fixed at 5°) of the double wedge, which would give the 
same temperature of 267.96 K 
In summary, the results of this analysis yielded:  
 
Table 23 Constant Pressure Arrangement 
Wedge Arrangement Wedge Angles (°) Pressure (Pa) 
Single Wedge 12.41 3958.11 
Double Angled Wedge  5.00 then 9.28 3958.11 
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Table 24 Constant Temperature Arrangement 
Wedge Arrangement Wedge Angles (°) Temperature (K) 
Single Wedge 12.41 267.96 
Double Angled Wedge  5 then 6.90 267.96 
 
The resulting plots and the subsequent equations can be seen below in Figure 27 
 
 
Figure 27 Oblique Shock Temperature and Pressure Conditions 
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The python script used to calculate the shock conditions originated from a python 
script by (Gordon, 2017), this computed flow conditions downstream of an oblique 
with given input conditions. The script can be viewed in Appendix C . The input 
conditions can be seen below:  
 
Table 25 Python Input Parameters 
Input Parameter Magnitude Units 
Mach Number 7 - 
Flow Temperature  139.389* K 
Flow Pressure 673.464 Pa 
Flow Density 0.017* kg/m3 
Gamma 1.4 - 
*(Page, 2019) 
 
The justifications underlying the decisions on the temperature and pressures which 
subsequently determined the wedge angles were as follows:  
• Minimum wedge angle was 5° due to manufacturability issues. Too small of 
an angle would have proven very difficult to manufacture.  
• Maximum wedge angle was 30° due to the large temperatures which result 
from higher angles. 
• Approx. 3900 Pa was the chosen pressure because it resulted in a small 
second angle for the double wedge. This then determined a constant 
temperature of 267.96 K. 
• The temperature of 267.96 K or (-5.19 °C) was kept to a minimum due to the 
high temperatures experienced when Mach 7 flow stagnates.  
• With the 12.41° wedge being used for both the constant pressure and 
temperature arrangements, only a total of 3 wedges will need to be 
manufactured.  
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6.3 Modelling Mach 7 Flow over Double Wedge Design using Eilmer 4 
With the wedge turn angles now computed the next step was to simulate the flow 
over the side by side wedge model. With the knowledge that the model’s maximum 
width was 60mm, the first step was to model the two wedges individually on 
Autodesk Inventor Professional 2019. After discussion with the design engineer at 
The University of Queensland, the decision was made that the minimum 
manufacturable radius for the wedge leading edges are 0.5mm. This immediately 
introduced potential errors in the final design, however this is a common issue with 
hypersonic models, it was better to begin the simulation process with the wedge 
radius implemented, then to have errors as a result of modelling without the radius 
implementation. The wedge drawings can be seen in Figure 28, Figure 29 and 
Figure 30. 
 
6.3.1 Determining Drummond Tunnel Initial Conditions  
As discussed in previous sections, the initial conditions for the Eilmer 4™ 
Compressible Flow Solver were taken as the flow conditions present in Matthew 
Page’s (2019) pitot shot condition analysis of the Drummond Tunnel at Mach 7. 
These are the same conditions used in Table 25 Python Input Parameters. The only 
variation was the flow speed was converted from Mach 7 to an input velocity in m/s.  
 
This was done by firstly calculating the speed of sound:  
 ! = 	$%&' 
Where,  
γ = Ratio of Specific Heats 
R = Gas constant  
T = Flow Temperature  
Then, flow velocity could be calculated by:  
 ( = )! 
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Where,  
a = speed of sound 
M = Flow Mach number 
 
This resulted in a flow velocity of 1656.15 m/s. This flow velocity along with the 
conditions in Table 25 were inputted into Eilmer 4™. 
 
6.3.2 Eilmer 4 Compressible Flow CFD   
Modelling flow structures of compressible flows would be impossible without the 
ability to use The University of Queensland’s compressible flow solver Eilmer 4™. 
This program allows the possibility for the flow structures to be modelled on the 
proposed double wedge design, which will determine the final locations for the 
pressure and temperature sensor integration with considerably high accuracy.   
 
6.3.3 Blocking Structure and Design  
Eilmer 4 ™ requires a manual blocking structure to construct meshes of the fluid domain. Upon reflection of 
experience in using this compressible flow solver, the best approach for constructing the double wedge design in 
Eilmer 4 ™ was to construct the dual wedges firstly using AUTODESK Inventor 2019 ™. After 3D modelling the 
design, the nodal locations could be extracted using the measure feature in Inventor (  
Appendix D).  
 
6.3.4 Inventor Modelling for Compressible Flow Solver  
Construction of the 3D models was relatively trivial. After the final design was 
constructed, taking into consideration the design requirements mentioned earlier, 
where the width of the entire model could not exceed 60mm. The following 3D 
models were created.  
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Figure 28 Single Wedge Sketch and Block Domain Nodal Locations 
 
Figure 29 Double Wedge (Temperature) Sketch and Block Domain Nodal Locations 
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Fi
 
Figure 30 Double Wedge (Pressure) Sketch and Block Domain Nodal Locations 
 
This method of first modelling the wedges in inventor before exporting proved to be 
an effective approach, as the measure feature in Inventor outputted the exact 
Cartesian coordinates of all nodes upon selection.  
 
The next step was to export all Cartesian coordinates from the side view of each individual wedge, as a 2D flow 
simulation in Eilmer 4 ™ would be constructed prior to extrusion in 3D. This was accomplished by exporting a 
drawing of each wedge side view and sketching the proposed fluid blocks around the model and labelling. The side view 
2D drawings can be seen in Figure 28, Figure 29 and Figure 30 above. The labelling system used in Eilmer 4 ™ has been 
added to the above drawings, the nodal positions are summarised in  
Appendix D. 
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6.3.5  Developing Mesh and Running a simulation 
After all nodal locations were identified in 3D space; the next step was to formulate a .lua file which would run the 
simulation with known input conditions, boundary conditions and simulation parameters. The process taken to 
formulate the result follows the conventional Eilmer 4 ™ User Guide. The Eilmer 4 ™ guide outlines a typical 
compressible flow simulation starting at the gas model and moving through the meshing process to the final 
simulation and post-processing. The entire code used to compute a compressible flow simulation of the double wedge 
model can be seen in the  
Appendix E. It is important to note that two simulations were modelled in the solver, 
the constant pressure arrangement and the constant temperature arrangement 
discussed previously.  
 
6.4 Drummond Tunnel Verification Experiment  
It was with great disappointment that due to the extent of the calibration experiment 
and all the processes involved with setting up a permanent calibration apparatus, the 
Drummond Tunnel Validation Experiment could not go ahead in this undergraduate 
thesis project. With the design of the validation model and the extensive CFD 
simulations, this experiment is well setup for another academic to potentially validate 
this Pressure Sensitive Paint mixture.   
 
6.5 Compressible Flow Simulation Results and Final Design 
The aim of the compressible flow simulation using Eilmer 4 ™ was to determine the 
location to place a thermocouple and pressure sensor so that the pressure sensitive 
paint could be validated after the calibration experiment, subsequently completing 
sub-goal (4). This would prove how accurate the paint would be and how feasible it 
can be as an alternative to current methods used in The University of Queensland’s 
Hypersonic Research.  
 
Constructing the grid began with the blocking structures pictured previously. The 2D 
structures were then extruded into equal lengths of 25mm with a 5mm gap in 
between. From here the internal blocks were added before finally the outer edge of 
the fluid domain was implemented. Each wedge consists of 3 blocks covering the 
entire surface, a leading edge block, middle block and trailing edge. In the z direction 
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(extruded direction) there is 5 blocks. These 5 blocks consist of the outer edge, 
double wedge thickness, 5mm gap, single wedge thickness and finally the outer 
edge block on the far side of Figure 31 left. 
 
 
Figure 31 Eilmer 4 3D Blocking Structure of Fluid Domain from above (left), from behind (right) 
The solution was then computed and the results for the uniform flow on the wedge 
surfaces were examined. The initial solution showed the 12.41º wedge having a 
greater impact on the flow of the double wedge. Taking this into consideration, the 
single wedge was widened to 30mm and the double wedge was kept at 25mm with a 
5mm gap in between. This adhered to the design limitation of a maximum width of 
60mm. The result the flow structure at Mach 7 travelling over the dual wedge model 
is shown in the figure below.  
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Figure 32 Double Wedge Compressible Flow simulation result 
 
 
Figure 33 2D slice of The Double Angled Wedge (flow is from left to right) 
Figure 33 is a 2D sliced, side on view of the double angled wedge. You can see the 
second shock wave occurring after the angle change about a third of the way from 
the leading edge. High Pressures and temperatures can be seen at the leading edge 
where the flow stagnates and compresses.   
 
The final design of the PSP Drummond Tunnel validation model was modelled in 
Inventor and the drawing with dimensions can be seen below.  
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Figure 34 Final Model Design 
 
The important information to take from this final design is the wedge angles outlined 
in Table 23 Constant Pressure Arrangement and Table 24 Constant Temperature 
Arrangement. The distance between the wedges must be 5mm and for the 
qualitative verification of the paint, the overall lengths must be precise in order to 
match the CFD solution. The advantages of this model, are it can be up scaled, 
simulated and potentially tested in other hypersonic shock tunnels at The University 
of Queensland. This could be done by following this experimental methodology and 
some small changes are made to the CFD code.  
 
6.6 Compressible Flow Simulation Discussion  
Taking into consideration sub-goal (4) and what this section aimed to achieve, the 
results outlined above prove that it is indeed possible to develop a double wedge 
design which at only 60mm wide, provides sufficient room for the integration of 
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temperature and pressure sensors in the future. The regions of uniform flow have 
been outlined in Figure 35.   
 
 
Figure 35 Uniform Flow Regions of Final Validation Model 
Sub-goal (4) has been successfully completed with the assistance of Eilmer 4 ™. 
Not only can a qualitative validation be executed with the use of this model in the 
Drummond Tunnel, but a quantitative verification can also be made with the 
successful simulation of flow interactions with the model surface. After conducting 
thorough research on PSP’s the qualitative validation using a compressible flow 
solution has never been done before. 
 
 
6.6.1 Compressible Flow Potential Error Analysis  
Simulation programs like Eilmer 4 ™ can be expressed with confidence the analogy 
of, rubbish in gives rubbish out. Specifically, a compressible flow simulation like the 
one executed in this thesis is only as accurate and effective as the information that is 
put through it. This includes the initial conditions, boundary conditions, mesh 
generation and blocking structure. Eilmer 4 ™ computes flow solutions through an 
iterative process, it will without hesitation flag an error if a mesh issue is present, 
however it will not inform the user if the solution is correct. This is where it becomes 
very important to thoroughly investigate the meshing structure and the boundary 
conditions while computing multiple solutions and iteratively improving the solution.  
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This is the approach that was taken in computing this flow solution however there is 
some points to make about potential errors discovered along the way and how the 
process was restructured so that the result is as accurate as possible. Some 
potential errors involved in this CFD simulation include:  
 
Table 26 CFD Potential Errors and subsequent Impacts 
Potential Error  Explanation  Impact  
Incorrect 
Boundary 
Conditions  
Each face of each 3D block 
which is not in contact with 
another block face, needs 
correct boundary conditions 
assigned.  
If the flow is not modelled as a 
real world scenario, the solution 
will exponentially increase in 
error through the iteration 
process 
Incorrect Flow 
Conditions  
Inflow velocities, pressures 
and temperatures need to 
be imported into the code 
before the solution is 
computed, this includes 
setting these conditions to 
inflow at the correct 
boundaries. 
If the inflow conditions are 
incorrect, the solution will not 
emulate a real world scenario. 
This is a crucial step, and this is 
why inflow conditions from 
Drummond Tunnel tests were 
implemented in the final 
solution, instead of theoretically 
calculating and making many 
assumptions.  
Coarse Mesh  The fluid domain is broken 
up into finite elements, the 
solution is iterated across 
these elements 
A coarse mesh, particularly in 
high gradient regions like 
leading edges can cause 
significant errors in the final 
solution 
Correct cell 
Aspect Ratio 
It is important to align the 
longest edge of a cell 
parallel to the flow direction. 
If the opposite is performed. 
The solution will be very 
computationally expensive, and 
errors can arise in regions of 
high flow gradients.  
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There is one region in the final flow solution that may have caused potential errors in 
the final simulation. This particular region is near the leading edge on the outside 
blocks (Figure 36).  
 
Figure 36 Outside Leading Edge Mesh Structure 
The reason this area is questionable, is due to the cell jump from the outer block to 
the inner. The cell size is a factor of 4 times larger than the region at the clustered 
edge. This is not an ideal block connection, due to the considerably high stagnation 
pressures and temperatures around the leading edge. The reason why this was not 
altered however, is because great difficulties would have arisen from changing this 
structure to a potential diamond shape. The error as a result of this unorthodox block 
connection was deemed negligible with little effect on the goal of the CFD solution 
itself. This is the outside block; flow downstream of this does not impact the uniform 
flow area highlighted in Figure 35.   
 
All in all the final CFD solution can be utilized in future works not only to qualitatively 
and quantitatively verify this PSP solution, but also other future formulations to be 
verified in the Drummond Tunnel facility at The University of Queensland.  
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and 
Recommendations 
 
Pressure Sensitive Paints are without a doubt an incredibly interesting and 
remarkable tool used to measure global surface pressures. With the ability to 
physically see surface pressures on the exterior of small scale hypersonic models, 
and also qualitatively model flow structures, this technique can only continue to 
become more accurate and readily available in hypersonic research, especially at 
The University of Queensland. This thesis began with the goal of formulating and 
validating an effective surface pressure measurement technique using a Pressure 
Sensitive Paint. The method was to be introduced to the Hypersonic Research 
Department to be used in the analysis of various models in the Drummond Tunnel 
and beyond. Through the execution of the (4) sub-goals discussed in 1.1, the final 
experimentally supported conclusions can be made:  
- Ru(dpp) with M-silica, GE RTV 118 and Dichloromethane is an effective PSP 
formulation which can successfully be modelled with the following Stern-
Volmer coefficients: 
o A = 0.997 and B=0.010 for samples filtered in 600nm 
o A=0.870 and B = 0.130 for non-filtered samples 
- Ru(dpp) PSP is temperature sensitive with a -158.5 luma/ ºC at atmosphere 
and -36.4 luma/ ºC at vacuum (4.4 kPa).   
- Ru(dpp) PSP has successfully held it’s luminous intensity over a 10 hour 
period with an average luminosity drop of only 0.105%/h. 
- Detailed Pressure Sensitive Paint procedures for mixing, spraying, curing and 
calibration have been formulated, with the complete construction of a fully 
functional PSP calibration facility at The University of Queensland.  
- A qualitative and quantitative validation model for the Drummond Tunnel has 
been designed and successfully simulated under Mach 7 flow conditions with 
the use of  Eilmer 4 ™.  
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All things considered, solid foundations have been laid for further investigation 
into the effects of pressure sensitive paints, and its use for hypersonic surface 
pressure measurements. Through the completion of this thesis project, significant 
progress has been made into achieving the overall goal set by the Hypersonic 
Research Department. The Ru(dpp) PSP may not have been successfully 
validated with the Drummond Tunnel model, however, with the erection of a 
permanent calibration facility and a fully calibrated Pressure Sensitive Paint, the 
impact of this thesis is substantial. The successful compressible flow simulation 
can explore new possibilities with PSP qualitative validation. The outstanding 
degradation rate of only 0.105%/hour could be used to explore applications in 
subsonic flows, previously considered impossible with much higher degradation 
rates.  Future researchers are now open to a full in-depth procedure of the entire 
process, with time, could be used to form a published standard operating 
procedure for Pressure Sensitive Paints to be used in industries worldwide. This 
would provide companies with simple instructions without the need to delve deep 
into research papers and journals.  
 
Moving forward, there are an extensive amount of recommendations to be made 
after the completion of this project. These include the investigation into the Stern-
Volmer relationship of Ru(dpp) PSP after sitting overnight, to examine the 
degradation of the luminophore particle in more depth, compared to an overall 
luminous investigation performed in this project. The response time of this 
pressure sensitive paint could be examined with the use of the Drummond 
Tunnel model. The temperature sensitivity behaviours of this paint formula could 
be assessed further, with calibration at even higher temperatures and lower 
pressures. Various post-processing techniques can be employed into the 
calibration procedure which could additionally improve the results, and uncover 
even greater pressure sensitivities. This thesis provides a step forward into the 
analysis of scramjet technology at The University of Queensland, with the ability 
to literally see pressure flow structure interactions with model surfaces and even 
quantify the forces involved with a resolution only limited by the camera.   
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Appendix A Water Heated Insert For Paint Calibration 
 
 
 
Appendix B Experimental Risk Assessment (Continued Over Page) 
Likelihood Consequences 
Insignificant 
(If this was to 
occur, the effect 
would not be 
considered in great 
detail) 
Minor 
(Small issues 
which woul only 
have minor 
effect)  
Moderate 
(Could cause 
significant issues 
in the project, but 
no considered 
major) 
Major  
(Could cause 
significant 
issues with the 
project, risks 
with 
consequences 
this high need 
close attention) 
Catastrophic 
(Inevitable failure of 
the  project or could 
cause a very 
serious injury, risks 
must be treated very 
seriously with this 
consequence)  
Certain  High High Extreme Extreme Extreme 
Likely  Moderate High High Extreme Extreme 
Moderate Low Moderate High Extreme Extreme 
Unlikely  Low Low Moderate High Extreme 
Very 
Unlikely  
Low Low Moderate High High 
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Risk  Potential Hazard Risk Prior to Mitigation Mitigation Risk After Mitigation 
Likelihood Consequence Severity Likelihood Consequence Severity 
1.1 Chemical ignition  If the chemicals are exposed to a spark, 
they could ignite which could burn 
occupants in the room  
Unlikely Major  
Keep chemicals away from heat/sparks/hot surfaces 
and open flames. No smoking in the area.   Very Unlikely Moderate  
1.2 Chemical Contact  Chemicals can be harmful if swallowed, 
can cause skin irritation, eye irritation, 
dizziness and drowsiness, damage to 
organs, damage fertility, damage organs 
and can be fatal if swallowed or inhaled.  
Unlikely Catastrophic  
Wear all appropriate PPE. This includes Safety 
Glasses with side shields or Chemical Goggles, 
Chemical protective gloves, safety footwear (rubber 
gumboots), PVC apron and RPE. Eyewash unit and 
safety shower must be readily accessible. Keep 
contact with chemicals to an absolute minimum, only 
transport small amounts of the chemicals at a time.  
Very Unlikely Major  
1.3 Pressurised containers  Pressure above and below atmospheric 
could cause rapid material failure 
resulting in high speed projectiles  Unlikely Major  
Ensure all vacuum chambers and pressure vessels 
are in working condition before use, this includes an 
inspection of the seals and any cracks or signs of 
deterioration. Wear eye protection  
Very Unlikely Moderate  
1.4 Spreading of harmful 
Vapour during mixing 
Harmful vapours and chemicals will be 
around the fume cupboard.  Likely Major  
Ensure fume cupboard is working correctly before 
pouring/mixing any chemicals, wear the appropriate 
PPE (RPE).  
Unlikely Major  
1.5 Spilling Chemicals  During measuring and mixing of 
chemicals, spills could occur  
Unlikely Major  
When pouring and measuring chemicals, do so in a 
plastic tray so that the spilt chemical won’t run down 
the sink and will be easy to clean up. Only have 
small volumes of chemical on hand. Remove all 
possible tripping hazards. Wear appropriate PPE 
Very Unlikely Moderate  
1.6Tripping Hazards Objects left on the ground in the 
immediate vicinity of the experiments can 
be tripped on causing injury  
Unlikely Moderate  
Ensure all backpacks and any tools are stored inside 
the cupboard or are clear of any walking traffic in the 
room.  
Very Unlikely Moderate  
2.1 Chemical ignition  If the chemicals are exposed to a spark, 
they could ignite which could burn 
occupants in the room  
Unlikely Major  
Keep chemicals away from heat/sparks/hot surfaces 
and open flames. No smoking in the area.   Very Unlikely Moderate  
2.2 Chemical Contact  Chemicals can be harmful if swallowed, 
can cause skin irritation, eye irritation, 
dizziness and drowsiness, damage to 
organs, damage fertility, damage organs 
and can be fatal if swallowed or inhaled.  
Unlikely Catastrophic  
Wear all appropriate PPE. This includes Safety 
Glasses with side shields or Chemical Goggles, 
Chemical protective gloves, safety footwear (rubber 
gumboots), PVC apron RPE. Eyewash unit and 
safety shower must be readily accessible. Keep 
contact with chemicals to an absolute minimum, only 
transport small amounts of the chemicals at a time.  
Very Unlikely Major  
2.3 Pressurised containers  Pressure above and below atmospheric 
could cause rapid material failure 
resulting in high speed projectiles  Unlikely Major  
Ensure all vacuum chambers and pressure vessels 
are in working condition before use, this includes an 
inspection of the seals and any cracks or signs of 
deterioration. Wear eye protection  
Very Unlikely Moderate  
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2.4 Spreading of harmful 
Vapour during spraying  
Harmful vapours and chemicals could be 
sprayed around the fume cupboard, 
sticking to the bench or the walls. 
Likely Major  
Ensure all spraying is done inside a carboard box 
cut out so that the chemicals will not spread through 
the fume cupboard. 
Unlikely Major  
2.5 Spilling Chemicals  During measuring and mixing of 
chemicals, spills could occur  
Unlikely Major  
When pouring and measuring chemicals, do so in a 
plastic tray so that the spilt chemical won’t run down 
the sink and will be easy to clean up. Only have 
small volumes of chemical on hand. Remove all 
possible tripping hazards. Wear appropriate PPE 
Very Unlikely Moderate  
2.6 Tripping Hazards Objects left on the ground in the 
immediate vicinity of the experiments can 
be tripped on causing injury  
Unlikely Moderate  
Ensure all backpacks and any tools are stored inside 
the cupboard or are clear of any walking traffic in the 
room.  
Very Unlikely Moderate  
3.1 Pressurised containers  Pressure above and below atmospheric 
could cause rapid material failure 
resulting in high speed projectiles  Unlikely Major  
Ensure all vacuum chambers and pressure vessels 
are in working condition before use; this includes an 
inspection of the seals and any cracks or signs of 
deterioration. Wear eye protection  
Very Unlikely Moderate  
3.2 Tripping Hazards Objects and cables  on the ground in the 
immediate vicinity of the experiments can 
be tripped on causing injury  
Unlikely Moderate  
Ensure all backpacks and any tools are stored inside 
the cupboard or are clear of any walking traffic in the 
room.  
Very Unlikely Moderate  
3.3 UV Light Exposure  Long Term effects of UV exposure can be 
harmful. This includes exposure to the 
skin and eyes  
Moderate Major  
Enclose entire experiment in a UV safe box , only 
switch on light  when all personnel are out of direct 
line of sight of the LED. 
Very Unlikely Moderate  
3.4 Fluid Burn from Julaba 
Heater  
Julaba heater can provide high 
temperature fluids which could burn 
personnel if they come into contact  Unlikely Moderate  
Ensure temperature of Julaba is set to an 
appropriate level and ensure all fittings are secure to 
prevent leaking. Wear appropriate PPE during 
operation 
Very Unlikely Minor  
3.5 Slipping Hazard Fluid that is used in the Julaba is very 
slippery on concrete in the workshop, 
personnel could slip and fall Unlikely Moderate  
Ensure all fittings are tight and secure and during 
testing perform over a bucket to collect any spilt 
fluids. Wear appropriate footwear. Wipe up and spilt 
chemicals immediately if this occurs 
Very Unlikely Minor  
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Appendix C Oblique Shock Condition Code 
1. # -*- coding: utf-8 -*-   
2. """  
3. Created on Fri Mar  8 11:36:32 2019  
4.   
5. @author: MitchellBarnes with assistance from code by Gus Gordon  
6. """   
7.    
8. import numpy as np   
9. from scipy.integrate import odeint   
10. import matplotlib.pyplot as plt   
11.    
12. """ To produce plots for iterating the conditions over a range of theta values,   
13. 1) Run the oblique_shock function with all input parameters, taking not of the range  
14. of the theta values.   
15. 2) Run the """   
16.    
17. def temp_to_sos(T):   
18.     # Speed of sound in dry air given temperature in K   
19.     return 20.05 * T**0.5   
20.    
21. def oblique_shock(thetafrom,thetato, Ma, T, p, rho, gamma=1.4):   
22.     """  
23.     Computes the weak oblique shock resulting from supersonic  
24.     flow impinging on a wedge in 2 dimensional flow.  
25.       
26.     Inputs:  
27.      - theta is the angle of the wedge in radians.  
28.      - Ma, T, p, and rho are the Mach number, temperature (K),  
29.        pressure (Pa), and density (kg/m^3) of the flow.  
30.      - gamma is the ratio of specific heats. Defaults  
31.        to air's typical value of 1.4.  
32.       
33.     Returns:  
34.      - shock angle in radians  
35.      - resultant flow direction in radians  
36.      - respectively, Mach number, temperature, pressure, density,  
37.        and velocity components downstream of shock.  
38.       
39.     Source: https://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/airplane/oblique.html  
40.     """   
41.        
42.     theta = np.linspace(thetafrom,thetato,(thetato-thetafrom)+1)   
43.        
44.     w = [] #temp   
45.     e = [] #pressure     
46.     for i in theta:   
47.         u = np.radians(i)   
48.         x = np.tan(u)   
49.         for B in np.arange(1, 500) * np.pi/1000:   
50.             r = 2 / np.tan(B) * (Ma**2 * np.sin(B)**2 -
 1) / (Ma**2 * (gamma + np.cos(2 * B)) + 2)   
51.             if r > x:   
52.                 break   
53.         cot_a = np.tan(B) * ((gamma + 1) * Ma ** 2 / (2 * (Ma ** 2 * np.sin(B) ** 2 - 1)) -
 1)   
54.         a = np.arctan(1 / cot_a)   
55.        
56.         Ma2 = 1 / np.sin(B - u) * np.sqrt((1 + (gamma -
 1)/2 * Ma**2 * np.sin(B)**2) / (gamma * Ma**2 * np.sin(B)**2 - (gamma - 1)/2))   
57.        
58.         h = Ma ** 2 * np.sin(B) ** 2   
59.         T2 = T * (2 * gamma * h - (gamma - 1)) * ((gamma -
 1) * h + 2) / ((gamma + 1) ** 2 * h)   
60.         p2 = p * (2 * gamma * h - (gamma - 1)) / (gamma + 1)   
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61.         rho2 = rho * ((gamma + 1) * h) / ((gamma - 1) * h + 2)   
62.        
63.         v2 = Ma2 * temp_to_sos(T2)   
64.         v_x = v2 * np.cos(a)   
65.         v_y = v2 * np.sin(a)   
66.            
67.         w.append(T2)   
68.         e.append(p2)   
69.            
70.            
71.         #print('After the first shock the conditions are, Mach =',Ma2,'Temperature =',T2-
273.15, 'Pressure =',p2)   
72.         #return B, a, Ma2, T2, p2, rho2, v_x, v_y   
73.        
74.     return w,e, theta   
75.        
76.        
77.       
78. def oblique_shock2(theta1, theta2from, theta2to, Ma, T, p, rho, gamma=1.4):   
79.     """  
80.     Computes the weak oblique shock resulting from supersonic  
81.     flow impinging on a wedge in 2 dimensional flow.  
82.       
83.     Inputs:  
84.      - theta is the angle of the wedge in radians.  
85.      - Ma, T, p, and rho are the Mach number, temperature (K),  
86.        pressure (Pa), and density (kg/m^3) of the flow.  
87.      - gamma is the ratio of specific heats. Defaults  
88.        to air's typical value of 1.4.  
89.       
90.     Returns:  
91.      - shock angle in radians  
92.      - resultant flow direction in radians  
93.      - respectively, Mach number, temperature, pressure, density,  
94.        and velocity components downstream of shock.  
95.       
96.     Source: https://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/airplane/oblique.html  
97.     """   
98.        
99.     u = np.radians(theta1)   
100.    x = np.tan(u)   
101.       
102.    for B in np.arange(1, 500) * np.pi/1000:   
103.        r = 2 / np.tan(B) * (Ma**2 * np.sin(B)**2 -
 1) / (Ma**2 * (gamma + np.cos(2 * B)) + 2)   
104.        if r > x:   
105.            break   
106.    cot_a = np.tan(B) * ((gamma + 1) * Ma ** 2 / (2 * (Ma ** 2 * np.sin(B) ** 2 - 1)) - 1)   
107.    a = np.arctan(1 / cot_a)   
108.   
109.    Ma2 = 1 / np.sin(B - u) * np.sqrt((1 + (gamma -
 1)/2 * Ma**2 * np.sin(B)**2) / (gamma * Ma**2 * np.sin(B)**2 - (gamma - 1)/2))   
110.   
111.    h = Ma ** 2 * np.sin(B) ** 2   
112.    T2 = T * (2 * gamma * h - (gamma - 1)) * ((gamma - 1) * h + 2) / ((gamma + 1) ** 2 * h)   
113.    p2 = p * (2 * gamma * h - (gamma - 1)) / (gamma + 1)   
114.    rho2 = rho * ((gamma + 1) * h) / ((gamma - 1) * h + 2)   
115.   
116.    v2 = Ma2 * temp_to_sos(T2)   
117.    v_x = v2 * np.cos(a)   
118.    v_y = v2 * np.sin(a)   
119.       
120.       
121.       
122.    Ma = Ma2   
123.    T = T2   
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124.    p = p2   
125.    rho = rho2   
126.       
127.       
128.       
129.    theta2 = np.linspace(theta2from,theta2to,(theta2to-theta2from)+1)   
130.       
131.    k = [] #temp   
132.    s = [] #pressure    
133.       
134.    for i in theta2:   
135.           
136.        u = np.radians(i)   
137.        x = np.tan(u)   
138.        for B in np.arange(1, 500) * np.pi/1000:   
139.            r = 2 / np.tan(B) * (Ma**2 * np.sin(B)**2 -
 1) / (Ma**2 * (gamma + np.cos(2 * B)) + 2)   
140.            if r > x:   
141.                break   
142.        cot_a = np.tan(B) * ((gamma + 1) * Ma ** 2 / (2 * (Ma ** 2 * np.sin(B) ** 2 - 1)) -
 1)   
143.        a = np.arctan(1 / cot_a)   
144.           
145.        Ma2 = 1 / np.sin(B - u) * np.sqrt((1 + (gamma -
 1)/2 * Ma**2 * np.sin(B)**2) / (gamma * Ma**2 * np.sin(B)**2 - (gamma - 1)/2))   
146.       
147.        h = Ma ** 2 * np.sin(B) ** 2   
148.        T2 = T * (2 * gamma * h - (gamma - 1)) * ((gamma -
 1) * h + 2) / ((gamma + 1) ** 2 * h)   
149.        p2 = p * (2 * gamma * h - (gamma - 1)) / (gamma + 1)   
150.        rho2 = rho * ((gamma + 1) * h) / ((gamma - 1) * h + 2)   
151.       
152.        v2 = Ma2 * temp_to_sos(T2)   
153.        v_x = v2 * np.cos(a)   
154.        v_y = v2 * np.sin(a)   
155.           
156.           
157.        k.append(T2)   
158.        s.append(p2)   
159.           
160.           
161.    plt.figure(0) #temperatures   
162.    plt.plot(theta2,k,'r',label='Double Shock')   
163.    plt.plot(theta2,oblique_shock(5,30,7,139.389,673.464,0.017,gamma=1.4)[0],label='Single Sho
ck')   
164.    plt.legend(loc=2)   
165.    plt.ylabel('Temperatures (C)')   
166.    plt.xlabel('Theta (degrees)')   
167.    plt.title('Single Shock Vs Double Shock Temperatures')   
168.    plt.savefig('test.pdf')   
169.   
170.   
171.   
172.    plt.figure(1) #pressures   
173.    plt.plot(theta2,s,'r', label='Double Shock')   
174.    plt.plot(theta2,oblique_shock(5,30,7,139.389,673.464,0.017,gamma=1.4)[1],label='Single Sho
ck')   
175.    plt.legend(loc=2)   
176.    plt.ylabel('Pressure kPa')   
177.    plt.xlabel('Theta (degrees)')   
178.    plt.title('Single Shock Vs Double Shock Pressures')   
179.   
180.   
181.     return k, s, theta2   
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Appendix D Wedge Nodal Positions 
Single Wedge (12.408°) Double Wedge (5° to 
6.9°) 
Double Wedge (5° to 
9.28°) 
Label Co-ordinates 
(x,y,z) mm 
Label Co-
ordinates 
(x,y,z) mm 
Label Co-
ordinates 
(x,y,z) mm 
A (4.492-
o,0.988,sz) 
A1 (11.408-
w,0.998,p) 
A1 (11.408-
w,0.998,p) 
B (14.048,3.993,sz) B1 (25-
w,2.187,p) 
B1 (25-
w,2.187,p) 
C (43.148-
o,9.943,sz) 
C1 (50-
w,5.213,p) 
C1 (50-
w,6.272,p) 
D (4.6-o,0,sz) D1 (11.452-
w,0,p) 
D1 (11.452-
w,0,p) 
E (4.103-
o,0.446,sz) 
E1 (10.952-
w,0.478,p) 
E1 (10.952-
w,0.478,p) 
F (4.6-o,0.5,sz) F1 (11.452-
w,0.5,p) 
F1 (11.452-
w,0.5,p) 
G (4.492-
o,2.988,sz) 
G1 (10.8-
w,2.2,p) 
G1 (10.8-
w,2.2,p) 
H (-2,0.446,sz) H1 (8.952-
w,0.478,p) 
H1 (8.952-
w,0.478,p) 
I (4.6-o,-1,sz) I1 (11.452-w,-
1,p) 
I1 (11.452-w,-
1,p) 
J (14.048,1.8+t,sz) J1 (25-
w,0.8+t,p) 
J1 (25-
w,0.8+t,p) 
K (43.148-
o,11+t,sz) 
K1 (50-
w,9.943+t,p) 
K1 (50-
w,9.943+t,p) 
L (3.6,6,sz) L1 (3.6,5,p) L1 (3.6,5,p) 
M (8,8,sz) M1 (8,7,p) M1 (8,7,p) 
o 4.103 w 10.952 o 10.952 
t 8 t 8 t 8 
sz 30 p 35 p 35 
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Appendix E Eilmer 4 Code for Pressure and Temperature Conditions 
1. --Mitchell Barnes    
2. -- Eilmer Simulation of Pressure Sensitive Model to be tested in the Drummond Tunnel, temperature orientation.   
3. ----------
 This code is identical to the pressure conditions code however point nodal positionin 'Y' is altered for different angles. T
his is changed to 9.943 for the higher angle.   
4.    
5. config.title = "Mach 7 PSP Test"   
6. print(config.title)   
7. config.dimensions = 3    
8. config.axisymmetric = false    
9.    
10. setGasModel("ideal-air-gas-model.lua")   
11.    
12. --- freestream flow conditions    
13. p_inf=673.464   
14. t_inf=139.389   
15. u_inf=1656.149   
16.    
17. -- inital conditions   
18. p_ini=400   
19. t_ini=298.15   
20. u_ini=0.0   
21.    
22. inflow = FlowState:new{p=p_inf, T=t_inf, velx=u_inf}   
23. initial = FlowState:new{p=p_ini, T=t_ini, velx=u_ini}   
24.    
25. -- Input Parameters   
26.    
27. t = 8e-3 -- height of blocks   
28.    
29. o = 4.103e-3 --bring leading edge to (0,0) single wedge   
30.    
31. sz = 30e-3 ---DIstance into the page for single wedge   
32.    
33. i = 10e-3 --outer block thickness   
34.    
35. wd = 25e-3 -- Width of double wedge   
36.    
37. gap = 5e-3 -- Gap between wedges   
38.    
39. ------- Points along cross section   
40.    
41. --leading edge single   
42. A = Vector3:new{x=4.492e-3-o,y=0.988e-3,z =sz}    
43. B = Vector3:new{x=14.048e-3,y=3.993e-3,z =sz}   
44. C = Vector3:new{x=43.148e-3-o,y=9.943e-3,z =sz}   
45. D = Vector3:new{x=4.6e-3-o,y=0,z =sz}   
46.    
47. E = Vector3:new{x=4.103e-3-o,y=0.446e-3,z =sz}   
48. F = Vector3:new{x=4.6e-3-o,y=0.5e-3,z =sz}   
49. G = Vector3:new{x=4.492e-3-o,y=2.988e-3,z =sz}   
50. H = Vector3:new{x=-2e-3,y=0.446e-3,z =sz}   
51. I = Vector3:new{x=4.6e-3-o,y=-1e-3,z =sz}   
52. J = Vector3:new{x=14.048e-3,y=1.8e-3+t,z =sz}   
53. K = Vector3:new{x=43.148e-3-o,y=11e-3+t,z =sz}   
54.    
55.    
56. L = Vector3:new{x=3.6e-3,y=6e-3,z =sz}   
57. M = Vector3:new{x=8e-3,y=8e-3,z =sz}   
58.    
59. ------------ Single wedge bottom line    
60. O = Vector3:new{x=14.048e-3,y=0,z =sz}   
61. P = Vector3:new{x=43.148e-3-o,y=0,z =sz}   
62.    
63. --leading edge double   
64.    
65. p = sz + gap -- distance into page between wedges    
66.    
67. w = 10.952e-3 -- bring leading edge to (0,0) double wedge   
68.    
69. A1 = Vector3:new{x=11.408e-3-w,y=0.998e-3,z=p}    
70. B1 = Vector3:new{x=25e-3-w,y=2.187e-3,z=p}   
71. C1 = Vector3:new{x=50e-3-w,y=6.272e-3,z=p}   
72. D1 = Vector3:new{x=11.452e-3-w,y=0,z=p}   
73.    
74. E1 = Vector3:new{x=10.952e-3-w,y=0.478e-3,z=p}   
75. F1 = Vector3:new{x=11.452e-3-w,y=0.5e-3,z=p}   
76. G1 = Vector3:new{x=10.8e-3-w,y=2.2e-3,z=p}   
77. H1 = Vector3:new{x=8.952e-3-w,y=0.478e-3,z=p}   
78. I1 = Vector3:new{x=11.452e-3-w,y=-1e-3,z=p}   
79. J1 = Vector3:new{x=25e-3-w,y=t+0.8e-3,z=p}   
80. K1 = Vector3:new{x=50e-3-w,y=9.943e-3+t,z=p}   
81.    
82. L1 = Vector3:new{x=3.6e-3,y=5e-3,z=p}   
83. M1 = Vector3:new{x=8e-3,y=7e-3,z=p}   
84.    
85. -------------Double Wedge Bottom Lines   
86. O1 = Vector3:new{x=25e-3-w,y=0,z=p}   
87. P1 = Vector3:new{x=50e-3-w,y=0,z=p}   
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88.    
89. --- lines for leading block single   
90.    
91. DE=Arc:new{p0=D,p1=E,centre=F}--inner arc for leading edge   
92. EA=Arc:new{p0=E,p1=A,centre=F}   
93. DA = Polyline:new{segments={DE,EA}}   
94.    
95. IHG = Bezier:new{points={I,H,G}}   
96. GLMJ = Bezier:new{points={G,L,M,J}}   
97.    
98. AG = Line:new{p0=A,p1=G}   
99. DI = Line:new{p0=D,p1=I}   
100.    
101. --- lines for leading block double   
102.    
103. DE1=Arc:new{p0=D1,p1=E1,centre=F1}--inner arc for leading edge   
104. EA1=Arc:new{p0=E1,p1=A1,centre=F1}   
105. DA1 = Polyline:new{segments={DE1,EA1}}   
106.    
107. IHG1 = Bezier:new{points={I1,H1,G1}}   
108. GLMJ1 = Bezier:new{points={G1,L1,M1,J1}}   
109.    
110. AG1 = Line:new{p0=A1,p1=G1}   
111. DI1 = Line:new{p0=D1,p1=I1}   
112.    
113.    
114. --- Lines for 2nd Block from leading edge single    
115.    
116. AB = Line:new{p0=A,p1=B}   
117. GJ = Line:new{p0=G,p1=J}   
118. BJ = Line:new{p0=B,p1=J}   
119.    
120. --- lines for final block    
121.    
122. BC = Line:new{p0=B,p1=C}   
123. JK = Line:new{p0=J,p1=K}   
124. CK = Line:new{p0=C,p1=K}    
125.    
126. --- Lines for interior blocks   
127. OB = Line:new{p0=O,p1=B}   
128. DO = Line:new{p0=D,p1=O}   
129. OP = Line:new{p0=O,p1=P}    
130. PC = Line:new{p0=P,p1=C}   
131.    
132.    
133. --- Lines for 2nd Block from leading edge double   
134.    
135. AB1 = Line:new{p0=A1,p1=B1}   
136. GJ1 = Line:new{p0=G1,p1=J1}   
137. BJ1 = Line:new{p0=B1,p1=J1}   
138.    
139. --- lines for final block    
140.    
141. BC1 = Line:new{p0=B1,p1=C1}   
142. JK1 = Line:new{p0=J1,p1=K1}   
143. CK1 = Line:new{p0=C1,p1=K1}    
144.    
145. --- Lines for interior blocks   
146. OB1 = Line:new{p0=O1,p1=B1}   
147. DO1 = Line:new{p0=D1,p1=O1}   
148. OP1 = Line:new{p0=O1,p1=P1}    
149. PC1 = Line:new{p0=P1,p1=C1}    
150.    
151. --- quads single   
152.    
153. quad0 = makePatch{north=IHG, east=AG,south=DA,west=DI}   
154. quad1 = makePatch{north=GLMJ, east=BJ,south=AB,west=AG}   
155. quad2= makePatch{north=JK, east=CK,south=BC,west=BJ}   
156.    
157. quad3=makePatch{north=AB, east=OB,south=DO,west=DA} --interior block leading edge   
158. quad4 =makePatch{north=BC, east=PC,south=OP,west=OB} --interior block   
159.    
160. --quads double   
161. quad01 = makePatch{north=IHG1, east=AG1,south=DA1,west=DI1}   
162. quad11 = makePatch{north=GLMJ1, east=BJ1,south=AB1,west=AG1}   
163. quad21= makePatch{north=JK1, east=CK1,south=BC1,west=BJ1}   
164.    
165. quad31= makePatch{north=AB1, east=OB1,south=DO1,west=DA1}   
166. quad41= makePatch{north=BC1, east=PC1,south=OP1,west=OB1}   
167.    
168.    
169. --Extrusion Paths single   
170. d = Vector3:new{x=4.6e-3-o,y=0,z=0}   
171. a = Vector3:new{x=4.492e-3-o,y=0.988e-3,z=0}   
172. b = Vector3:new{x=14.048e-3,y=3.993e-3,z=0}   
173. oo= Vector3:new{x=14.048e-3,y=0,z =0}   
174.    
175. path0= Line:new{p0=d,p1=D}   
176. path1 = Line:new{p0=a,p1=A}   
177. path2 = Line:new{p0=b,p1=B}   
178.    
179. --Extrusion Paths single Outside Block   
180. d0 = Vector3:new{x=4.6e-3-o,y=0,z=-i}   
181. a0 = Vector3:new{x=4.492e-3-o,y=0.988e-3,z=-i}   
182. b0 = Vector3:new{x=14.048e-3,y=3.993e-3,z=-i}    
183. oo1 = Vector3:new{x=14.048e-3,y=0,z =-i}   
184.    
185.    
186. path00= Line:new{p0=d0,p1=d}   
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187. path10 = Line:new{p0=a0,p1=a}   
188. path20 = Line:new{p0=b0,p1=b}   
189.    
190. path30= Line:new{p0=oo1,p1=oo}--interior middle block bath   
191.    
192.    
193. --Extrusion Paths double   
194. d1 = Vector3:new{x=11.452e-3-w,y=0,z=wd+p}--point 25mm out of page   
195. a1 = Vector3:new{x=11.408e-3-w,y=0.998e-3,z=wd+p}   
196. b1 = Vector3:new{x=25e-3-w,y=2.187e-3,z=wd+p}   
197. oo2 = Vector3:new{x=25e-3-w,y=0,z=wd+p}    
198.    
199. path01= Line:new{p0=D1,p1=d1}   
200. path11 = Line:new{p0=A1,p1=a1}   
201. path21 = Line:new{p0=B1,p1=b1}   
202.    
203. --Extrusion Paths double outside block   
204. d2 = Vector3:new{x=11.452e-3-w,y=0,z=25e-3+p+i}--point 25mm out of page   
205. a2 = Vector3:new{x=11.408e-3-w,y=0.998e-3,z=25e-3+p+i}   
206. b2 = Vector3:new{x=25e-3-w,y=2.187e-3,z=25e-3+p+i}   
207. oo3 = Vector3:new{x=25e-3-w,y=0,z=25e-3+p+i}    
208.    
209. path02= Line:new{p0=d1,p1=d2}   
210. path12 = Line:new{p0=a1,p1=a2}   
211. path22 = Line:new{p0=b1,p1=b2}   
212.    
213. path32 = Line:new{p0=oo2,p1=oo3}   
214.    
215. ----------------------------------------------------------------Inner Block Interface   
216.    
217. --------------------- Upstream middle inlet Block   
218. ---Lines   
219. II1 = Line:new{p0=I,p1=I1}   
220. DD1 = Line:new{p0=D,p1=D1}   
221. GG1 = Line:new{p0=G,p1=G1}   
222. AA1 = Line:new{p0=A,p1=A1}   
223.    
224. ---Patches   
225. quadtop0 = makePatch{north=IHG1, east=AG1,south=DA1,west=DI1}   
226. quadbottom0= makePatch{north=IHG, east=AG,south=DA,west=DI}   
227. quadwest0=makePatch{north=DI1, east=II1,south=DI,west=DD1}   
228. quadeast0= makePatch{north=AG1, east=GG1,south=AG,west=AA1}   
229. quadsouth0 = makePatch{north=DA1, east=AA1,south=DA,west=DD1}   
230. quadnorth0 = makePatch{north=IHG1, east=GG1,south=IHG,west=II1}   
231. ---Volume   
232. volc1 = TFIVolume:new{north=quadnorth0,east=quadeast0,south=quadsouth0,west=quadwest0,top=quadtop0,bottom=quadbottom0}   
233.    
234.    
235. ------------------- Second Centre Block    
236. --- Lines    
237. AA1 = Line:new{p0=A,p1=A1}   
238. GG1= Line:new{p0=G,p1=G1}   
239. JJ1=Line:new{p0=J,p1=J1}   
240. BB1 = Line:new{p0=B,p1=B1}   
241. BA = Line:new{p0=B,p1=A}   
242. AB1 = Line:new{p0=A1,p1=B1}   
243. ---patches   
244. quadtop = makePatch{north=GLMJ1, east=BJ1,south=AB1,west=AG1}   
245. quadbottom= makePatch{north=GLMJ, east=BJ,south=AB,west=AG}   
246. quadwest=makePatch{north=AG1, east=GG1,south=AG,west=AA1}   
247. quadeast= makePatch{north=BJ1, east=JJ1,south=BJ,west=BB1}   
248. quadsouth = makePatch{north=AB1, east=BB1,south=AB,west=AA1}   
249. quadnorth = makePatch{north=GLMJ1, east=JJ1,south=GLMJ,west=GG1}   
250. ---Volumes   
251. volc2 = TFIVolume:new{north=quadnorth,east=quadeast,south=quadsouth,west=quadwest,top=quadtop,bottom=quadbottom}   
252.    
253. ----------------Final Centre Block   
254. volc3 = TFIVolume:new{vertices={B,C,K,J,B1,C1,K1,J1}}   
255.    
256.    
257. ------------------------------------------------------------------- Interior volumes   
258.    
259. vol3 = SweptSurfaceVolume:new{face0123=quad3,edge04=path00}--single first interior block   
260. vol4 = SweptSurfaceVolume:new{face0123=quad4,edge04=path30}--- single second interior block    
261.    
262. vol5 = SweptSurfaceVolume:new{face0123=quad31,edge04=path02}--double wedge first interior block   
263. vol6 = SweptSurfaceVolume:new{face0123=quad41,edge04=path32}--double wedge second interior block   
264.    
265.    
266.    
267. --- Volumes single   
268. vol0 = SweptSurfaceVolume:new{face0123=quad0,edge04=path0}   
269. vol1 = SweptSurfaceVolume:new{face0123=quad1,edge04=path1}   
270. vol2 = SweptSurfaceVolume:new{face0123=quad2,edge04=path2}   
271.    
272. --- Volumes double   
273. vol01 = SweptSurfaceVolume:new{face0123=quad01,edge04=path01}   
274. vol11 = SweptSurfaceVolume:new{face0123=quad11,edge04=path11}   
275. vol21 = SweptSurfaceVolume:new{face0123=quad21,edge04=path21}   
276.    
277. ---Volumes Double wedge Outer Blocks   
278. vol02 = SweptSurfaceVolume:new{face0123=quad01,edge04=path02}   
279. vol12 = SweptSurfaceVolume:new{face0123=quad11,edge04=path12}   
280. vol22 = SweptSurfaceVolume:new{face0123=quad21,edge04=path22}   
281.    
282. ---Volumes Single Outer Block   
283. vol00 = SweptSurfaceVolume:new{face0123=quad0,edge04=path00}   
284. vol10 = SweptSurfaceVolume:new{face0123=quad1,edge04=path10}   
285. vol20 = SweptSurfaceVolume:new{face0123=quad2,edge04=path20}   
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286.    
287.    
288. --- clustering    
289. rob= RobertsFunction:new{end0=true,end1=false,beta=1.05}   
290. rob1= RobertsFunction:new{end0=true,end1=true,beta=1.05}   
291.    
292. -----CLuster Functions    
293. cluster3d = {edge47=rob,edge03=rob,edge56=rob,edge12=rob,edge37=rob1,edge04=rob1,edge26=rob1,edge15=rob1} ---
leading edge block   
294.     
295. cluster3d1 = {edge47=rob,edge03=rob,edge56=rob,edge12=rob,edge45=rob,edge01=rob,edge76=rob,edge32=rob,edge37=rob1,edge04=rob1
,edge26=rob1,edge15=rob1}    
296.    
297. -----------No of vertices (resolution)   
298. nrefine = 0.5   
299. --Leading edge block   
300. nx0 = 13   
301. ny0 = 21   
302. nz0 =13   
303.    
304. nx0 = math.ceil(nx0*nrefine)   
305. ny0 = math.ceil(ny0*nrefine)   
306. nz0 = math.ceil(nz0*nrefine)   
307. --first block downstream of leading edge   
308. nx1 = 19   
309. ny1 = 21   
310. nz1 =13   
311.    
312. nx1 = math.ceil(nx1*nrefine)   
313. ny1 = math.ceil(ny1*nrefine)   
314. nz1 = math.ceil(nz1*nrefine)   
315. ---final block   
316. nx2 = 19   
317. ny2 = 21   
318. nz2 =13   
319.    
320. nx2 = math.ceil(nx2*nrefine)   
321. ny2 = math.ceil(ny2*nrefine)   
322. nz2 = math.ceil(nz2*nrefine)   
323.    
324. nz00 = 32   
325. nz01 = 16   
326.    
327. nz00 = math.ceil(nz00*nrefine)   
328. nz01 = math.ceil(nz01*nrefine)   
329.    
330. ---grids single   
331. grid0 = StructuredGrid:new{pvolume=vol0,niv=nx0,njv=ny0,nkv=nz00,cfList=cluster3d}   
332. grid1 = StructuredGrid:new{pvolume=vol1,niv=nx1,njv=ny1,nkv=nz00, cfList = cluster3d1}   
333. grid2 = StructuredGrid:new{pvolume=vol2,niv=nx2,njv=ny2,nkv=nz00, cfList = cluster3d}   
334.    
335. ------grids double   
336. grid01 = StructuredGrid:new{pvolume=vol01,niv=nx0,njv=ny0,nkv=nz00,cfList=cluster3d}   
337. grid11 = StructuredGrid:new{pvolume=vol11,niv=nx1,njv=ny1,nkv=nz00,cfList=cluster3d1}   
338. grid21 = StructuredGrid:new{pvolume=vol21,niv=nx2,njv=ny2,nkv=nz00, cfList = cluster3d}   
339.    
340.    
341. --------Internal Grids   
342. grid3 = StructuredGrid:new{pvolume=volc1,niv=nx0,njv=ny0,nkv=nz0, cfList = clusters,cfList=cluster3d}   
343. grid4 = StructuredGrid:new{pvolume=volc2,niv=nx1,njv=ny1,nkv=nz1, cfList = clusters,cfList=cluster3d1}   
344. grid5 = StructuredGrid:new{pvolume=volc3,niv=nx2,njv=ny2,nkv=nz2, cfList = clusters,cfList=cluster3d}   
345.    
346. -------- Double grid outside blocks   
347. grid02 = StructuredGrid:new{pvolume=vol02,niv=nx0,njv=ny0,nkv=nz01,cfList=cluster3d}   
348. grid12 = StructuredGrid:new{pvolume=vol12,niv=nx1,njv=ny1,nkv=nz01,cfList=cluster3d1}   
349. grid22 = StructuredGrid:new{pvolume=vol22,niv=nx2,njv=ny2,nkv=nz01, cfList = cluster3d}   
350.    
351. ---grids single outside blocks   
352. grid00 = StructuredGrid:new{pvolume=vol00,niv=nx0,njv=ny0,nkv=nz01,cfList=cluster3d}   
353. grid10 = StructuredGrid:new{pvolume=vol10,niv=nx1,njv=ny1,nkv=nz01, cfList = cluster3d1}   
354. grid20 = StructuredGrid:new{pvolume=vol20,niv=nx2,njv=ny2,nkv=nz01, cfList = cluster3d}   
355. ------------------------------------------interior grids   
356.    
357. nx3=19   
358. ny3=13   
359. nz3=13   
360.    
361. nx3 = math.ceil(nx3*nrefine)   
362. ny3 = math.ceil(ny3*nrefine)   
363. nz3 = math.ceil(nz3*nrefine)   
364.    
365. cluster3di = {edge76=rob,edge45=rob,edge32=rob,edge01=rob,edge37=rob1,edge26=rob1,edge04=rob1,edge15=rob1}   
366. cluster3di2 = {edge37=rob1,edge26=rob1,edge04=rob1,edge15=rob1}    
367.    
368. --------grids single interior   
369. grida = StructuredGrid:new{pvolume=vol3,niv=nx3,njv=ny3,nkv=nz01,cfList=cluster3di}--first interior   
370. gridb = StructuredGrid:new{pvolume=vol4,niv=nx3,njv=ny3,nkv=nz01,cfList=cluster3di2}   
371. -------- grids double interior   
372. gridc =StructuredGrid:new{pvolume=vol5,niv=nx3,njv=ny3,nkv=nz01,cfList=cluster3di}    
373. gridd =StructuredGrid:new{pvolume=vol6,niv=nx3,njv=ny3,nkv=nz01,cfList=cluster3di2}    
374.    
375.    
376. ---fluid blocks single    
377. Ni = 1   
378. Nj = 1   
379. Nk0 = 2   
380. Nk1 = 1   
381. --blk0 = FluidBlock:new{grid=grid0,initialState=inflow}   
382. --blk1 = FluidBlock:new{grid=grid1,initialState=initial}   
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383. --blk2 = FluidBlock:new{grid=grid2,initialState=initial}   
384. blk0 = FluidBlockArray{grid=grid0,initialState=inflow, nib=Ni, njb=Nj, nkb=Nk0,    
385.         bcList={north=InFlowBC_Supersonic:new{flowState=inflow}, south=WallBC_WithSlip:new{}, west=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}}}   
386. blk1 = FluidBlockArray{grid=grid1,initialState=initial, nib=Ni, njb=Nj, nkb=Nk0,   
387.         bcList={south=WallBC_WithSlip:new{}, north=InFlowBC_Supersonic:new{flowState=inflow}}}   
388. blk2 = FluidBlockArray{grid=grid2,initialState=initial, nib=Ni, njb=Nj, nkb=Nk0,   
389.         bcList={south=WallBC_WithSlip:new{}, east=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}, north=InFlowBC_Supersonic:new{flowState=inflow}}}   
390. --[[   
391. --boundary conditions single    
392. blk0.bcList[north]=InFlowBC_Supersonic:new{flowState=inflow}   
393. blk0.bcList[south] = WallBC_WithSlip:new{}   
394. blk0.bcList[west] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
395.    
396. blk1.bcList[south] = WallBC_WithSlip:new{}   
397. blk1.bcList[north]= OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
398.    
399. blk2.bcList[north]= OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
400. blk2.bcList[south] = WallBC_WithSlip:new{}    
401. blk2.bcList[east] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
402. --]]   
403.    
404. -- Fluid blocks double    
405. --blk01 = FluidBlock:new{grid=grid01,initialState=inflow}   
406. --blk11 = FluidBlock:new{grid=grid11,initialState=initial}   
407. --blk21 = FluidBlock:new{grid=grid21,initialState=initial}   
408. blk01 = FluidBlockArray{grid=grid01,initialState=inflow, nib=Ni, njb=Nj, nkb=Nk0,   
409.         bcList={north=InFlowBC_Supersonic:new{flowState=inflow}, south=WallBC_WithSlip:new{}, west=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}}}   
410. blk11 = FluidBlockArray{grid=grid11,initialState=initial, nib=Ni, njb=Nj, nkb=Nk0,   
411.         bcList={north=InFlowBC_Supersonic:new{flowState=inflow}, south=WallBC_WithSlip:new{}}}   
412. blk21 = FluidBlockArray{grid=grid21,initialState=initial, nib=Ni, njb=Nj, nkb=Nk0,   
413.         bcList={north=InFlowBC_Supersonic:new{flowState=inflow}, south=WallBC_WithSlip:new{} , east=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}}} 
  
414. --[[   
415. --boundary conditions double    
416. blk01.bcList[north]=InFlowBC_Supersonic:new{flowState=inflow}   
417. blk01.bcList[south] = WallBC_WithSlip:new{}   
418. blk01.bcList[west] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}    
419.    
420. blk11.bcList[north]= OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
421. blk11.bcList[south] = WallBC_WithSlip:new{}   
422.    
423. blk21.bcList[north]= OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
424. blk21.bcList[east] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
425. blk21.bcList[south] = WallBC_WithSlip:new{}    
426. --]]   
427.    
428. ---------Internal Fluid Blocks   
429. --blk3 = FluidBlock:new{grid=grid3,initialState=inflow}   
430. --blk4 = FluidBlock:new{grid=grid4,initialState=initial}   
431. --blk5 = FluidBlock:new{grid=grid5,initialState=initial}   
432. blk3 = FluidBlockArray{grid=grid3,initialState=inflow, nib=Ni, njb=Nj, nkb=Nk1,   
433.         bcList={north=InFlowBC_Supersonic:new{flowState=inflow}, south=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}, west=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}}} 
  
434. blk4 = FluidBlockArray{grid=grid4,initialState=initial, nib=Ni, njb=Nj, nkb=Nk1,   
435.         bcList={north=InFlowBC_Supersonic:new{flowState=inflow}, south=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}}}   
436. blk5 = FluidBlockArray{grid=grid5,initialState=initial, nib=Ni, njb=Nj, nkb=Nk1,   
437.         bcList={north=InFlowBC_Supersonic:new{flowState=inflow}, south=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}, east=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}}} 
  
438. --[[   
439. --boundary conditions internal   
440. blk3.bcList[north]=InFlowBC_Supersonic:new{flowState=inflow}   
441. blk3.bcList[south] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
442. blk3.bcList[west] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}    
443.    
444. blk4.bcList[south] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
445. blk4.bcList[north]= OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
446.     
447. blk5.bcList[south] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
448. blk5.bcList[north]= OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
449. blk5.bcList[east] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
450. --]]   
451.    
452. ---fluid blocks single outside blocks   
453. --blk00 = FluidBlock:new{grid=grid00,initialState=inflow}   
454. --blk10 = FluidBlock:new{grid=grid10,initialState=initial}   
455. --blk20 = FluidBlock:new{grid=grid20,initialState=initial}   
456. blk00 = FluidBlockArray{grid=grid00,initialState=inflow, nib=Ni, njb=Nj, nkb=Nk1,   
457.         bcList={north=InFlowBC_Supersonic:new{flowState=inflow}, bottom=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}, west=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}}}
   
458. blk10 = FluidBlockArray{grid=grid10,initialState=initial, nib=Ni, njb=Nj, nkb=Nk1,   
459.         bcList={bottom=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}, north=InFlowBC_Supersonic:new{flowState=inflow}}}   
460. blk20 = FluidBlockArray{grid=grid20,initialState=initial, nib=Ni, njb=Nj, nkb=Nk1,   
461.         bcList={north=InFlowBC_Supersonic:new{flowState=inflow}, bottom=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}, east=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}}}
   
462. --[[   
463. ------boundary conditions single outer blocks   
464. blk00.bcList[north]=InFlowBC_Supersonic:new{flowState=inflow}   
465. blk00.bcList[bottom] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
466. blk00.bcList[west] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
467.    
468. blk10.bcList[bottom] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
469. blk10.bcList[north]= OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
470.    
471. blk20.bcList[north]= OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
472. blk20.bcList[bottom] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
473. blk20.bcList[east] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
474. --]]   
475.    
476. ------ Fluid Blocks double outside   
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477. --blk02 = FluidBlock:new{grid=grid02,initialState=inflow}   
478. --blk12 = FluidBlock:new{grid=grid12,initialState=initial}   
479. --blk22 = FluidBlock:new{grid=grid22,initialState=initial}   
480. blk02 = FluidBlockArray{grid=grid02,initialState=inflow, nib=Ni, njb=Nj, nkb=Nk1,   
481.         bcList={north=InFlowBC_Supersonic:new{flowState=inflow}, west=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}, top=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}}}   
482. blk12 = FluidBlockArray{grid=grid12,initialState=initial, nib=Ni, njb=Nj, nkb=Nk1,   
483.         bcList={north=InFlowBC_Supersonic:new{flowState=inflow}, top=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}}}   
484. blk22 = FluidBlockArray{grid=grid22,initialState=initial, nib=Ni, njb=Nj, nkb=Nk1,   
485.         bcList={north=InFlowBC_Supersonic:new{flowState=inflow}, east=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}, top=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}}}   
486. --[[   
487. --boundary conditions double outside blocks   
488. blk02.bcList[north]=InFlowBC_Supersonic:new{flowState=inflow}   
489. blk02.bcList[west] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}    
490. blk02.bcList[top] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
491.    
492. blk12.bcList[north]= OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
493. blk12.bcList[top] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
494.    
495. blk22.bcList[north]= OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
496. blk22.bcList[east] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
497. blk22.bcList[top] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
498. --]]   
499.    
500. --------interior fluid blocks single   
501. --blka = FluidBlock:new{grid=grida,initialState=initial}   
502. --blkb = FluidBlock:new{grid=gridb,initialState=initial}   
503. blka = FluidBlockArray{grid=grida,initialState=initial, nib=Ni, njb=Nj, nkb=Nk1,   
504.         bcList={south=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}, bottom=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}, top=WallBC_WithSlip:new{}}}   
505. blkb = FluidBlockArray{grid=gridb,initialState=initial, nib=Ni, njb=Nj, nkb=Nk1,   
506.         bcList={south=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}, bottom=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}, east=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}, top=WallBC_WithSlip
:new{}}}   
507. --[[   
508. ------Boundary conditions interior blocks single    
509. blka.bcList[south]=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
510. blka.bcList[bottom]=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
511. blka.bcList[top]=WallBC_WithSlip:new{}   
512.    
513. blkb.bcList[south]=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
514. blkb.bcList[bottom]=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
515. blkb.bcList[east]=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
516. blkb.bcList[top]=WallBC_WithSlip:new{}   
517. --]]   
518. --------interior fluid blocks double   
519. --blkc = FluidBlock:new{grid=gridc,initialState=initial}   
520. --blkd = FluidBlock:new{grid=gridd,initialState=initial}   
521. blkc = FluidBlockArray{grid=gridc,initialState=initial, nib=Ni, njb=Nj, nkb=Nk1,   
522.         bcList={south=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}, top=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}, bottom=WallBC_WithSlip:new{}}}   
523. blkd = FluidBlockArray{grid=gridd,initialState=initial, nib=Ni, njb=Nj, nkb=Nk1,   
524.         bcList={south=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}, top=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}, east=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}, bottom=WallBC_WithSlip
:new{}}}   
525. --[[   
526. -----Boundary Conditions interior blocks double    
527. blkc.bcList[south]=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
528. blkc.bcList[top]=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
529. blkc.bcList[bottom]=WallBC_WithSlip:new{}   
530.    
531. blkd.bcList[south]=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
532. blkd.bcList[top]=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
533. blkd.bcList[east]=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
534. blkd.bcList[bottom]=WallBC_WithSlip:new{}   
535. --]]   
536.    
537. identifyBlockConnections()   
538.    
539.    
540. --[[   
541. ---fluid blocks single    
542.    
543. blk0 = FluidBlock:new{grid=grid0,initialState=inflow}   
544. blk1 = FluidBlock:new{grid=grid1,initialState=initial}   
545. blk2 = FluidBlock:new{grid=grid2,initialState=initial}   
546.    
547. -- Fluid blocks double    
548. blk01 = FluidBlock:new{grid=grid01,initialState=inflow}   
549. blk11 = FluidBlock:new{grid=grid11,initialState=initial}   
550. blk21 = FluidBlock:new{grid=grid21,initialState=initial}   
551.    
552. ---------Internal Fluid Blocks   
553.    
554. blk3 = FluidBlock:new{grid=grid3,initialState=inflow}   
555. blk4 = FluidBlock:new{grid=grid4,initialState=initial}   
556. blk5 = FluidBlock:new{grid=grid5,initialState=initial}   
557.    
558. ---fluid blocks single outside blocks   
559.    
560. blk00 = FluidBlock:new{grid=grid00,initialState=inflow}   
561. blk10 = FluidBlock:new{grid=grid10,initialState=initial}   
562. blk20 = FluidBlock:new{grid=grid20,initialState=initial}   
563.    
564. ------ Fluid Blocks double outside   
565. blk02 = FluidBlock:new{grid=grid02,initialState=inflow}   
566. blk12 = FluidBlock:new{grid=grid12,initialState=initial}   
567. blk22 = FluidBlock:new{grid=grid22,initialState=initial}   
568.    
569. --------interior fluid blocks single   
570. blka = FluidBlock:new{grid=grida,initialState=initial}   
571. blkb = FluidBlock:new{grid=gridb,initialState=initial}   
572.    
573. --------interior fluid blocks double   
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574. blkc = FluidBlock:new{grid=gridc,initialState=initial}   
575. blkd = FluidBlock:new{grid=gridd,initialState=initial}   
576.    
577. identifyBlockConnections()   
578.    
579. --boundary conditions single    
580. blk0.bcList[north]=InFlowBC_Supersonic:new{flowState=inflow}   
581. blk0.bcList[south] = WallBC_WithSlip:new{}   
582. blk0.bcList[west] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
583.    
584. blk1.bcList[south] = WallBC_WithSlip:new{}   
585. blk1.bcList[north]= OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
586.    
587.    
588. blk2.bcList[north]= OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
589. blk2.bcList[south] = WallBC_WithSlip:new{}    
590. blk2.bcList[east] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
591.    
592. ------boundary conditions single outer blocks   
593. blk00.bcList[north]=InFlowBC_Supersonic:new{flowState=inflow}   
594. blk00.bcList[bottom] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
595. blk00.bcList[west] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
596.    
597. blk10.bcList[bottom] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
598. blk10.bcList[north]= OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
599.    
600. blk20.bcList[north]= OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
601. blk20.bcList[bottom] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
602. blk20.bcList[east] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
603.    
604. --boundary conditions double    
605.    
606. blk01.bcList[north]=InFlowBC_Supersonic:new{flowState=inflow}   
607. blk01.bcList[south] = WallBC_WithSlip:new{}   
608. blk01.bcList[west] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}    
609.    
610. blk11.bcList[north]= OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
611. blk11.bcList[south] = WallBC_WithSlip:new{}   
612.    
613. blk21.bcList[north]= OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
614. blk21.bcList[east] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
615. blk21.bcList[south] = WallBC_WithSlip:new{}    
616.    
617. --boundary conditions double outside blocks   
618.    
619. blk02.bcList[north]=InFlowBC_Supersonic:new{flowState=inflow}   
620. blk02.bcList[west] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}    
621. blk02.bcList[top] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
622.    
623.    
624. blk12.bcList[north]= OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
625. blk12.bcList[top] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
626.    
627.    
628. blk22.bcList[north]= OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
629. blk22.bcList[east] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
630. blk22.bcList[top] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
631.    
632.    
633. --boundary conditions internal   
634.    
635. blk3.bcList[north]=InFlowBC_Supersonic:new{flowState=inflow}   
636. blk3.bcList[south] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
637. blk3.bcList[west] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}    
638.    
639.    
640. blk4.bcList[south] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
641. blk4.bcList[north]= OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
642.     
643.    
644. blk5.bcList[south] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
645. blk5.bcList[north]= OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
646. blk5.bcList[east] = OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
647.    
648. ------Boundary conditions interior blocks single    
649. blka.bcList[south]=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
650. blka.bcList[bottom]=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
651. blka.bcList[top]=WallBC_WithSlip:new{}   
652.    
653. blkb.bcList[south]=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
654. blkb.bcList[bottom]=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
655. blkb.bcList[east]=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
656. blkb.bcList[top]=WallBC_WithSlip:new{}   
657.    
658.    
659. -----Boundary Conditions interior blocks double    
660.    
661. blkc.bcList[south]=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
662. blkc.bcList[top]=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
663. blkc.bcList[bottom]=WallBC_WithSlip:new{}   
664.    
665. blkd.bcList[south]=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
666. blkd.bcList[top]=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
667. blkd.bcList[east]=OutFlowBC_Simple:new{}   
668. blkd.bcList[bottom]=WallBC_WithSlip:new{}   
669. --]]    
670.    
671. ---simulation   
672.    
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673. config.max_time = 2e-4   
674. config.max_step = 100000   
675. config.dt_init = 1.0e-9   
676. config.cfl_value = 0.5   
677. config.dt_plot = 0.5e-5  
678.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix F Post-Processing Matlab Code used for Tiff Images 
%post-processing code used for the calibration experiment images 
%Mitchell Barnes - The University of Queensland 
  
  
order = 6849; % this line is a reference for the photo string name so the  
%program can iterate through all photos in the experiment 
for i = 1:10 %this is changed for the range of images the script iterates  
    %eg 1:10 is 10 photos starting at IMG_6850.tiff 
    filename = sprintf('IMG_%d.tiff', order + i); %imports the filename 
from the active document 
     
    RGB = imread(filename);%reads the image in RGB format 
    region = RGB(2000:2300,3150:3400,:); %cuts the 6000x4000x3 matrix into 
the required region 
     
    YCBCR=rgb2ycbcr(region);%converts to YCBCR format 
    b=YCBCR(:,:,1)%takes the Y "greyscale" dimension for luminosity 
    a=mean(b,'all')%takes the average luminosity in the region 
  
    result(1,i) = order+i;%updates and stored the answer for each photo in 
an array 
    result(2,i) = a; 
end 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
